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TORIES IN MAYHEM

HISTORY AND THEORY

Rosa Luxemburg
—a fighter for
socialist revolution
ONE HUNDRED years ago this
week right wing paramilitaries
killed the revolutionary
Rosa Luxemburg—on
the orders of a reformist,
social democratic party.
The idea that working
class people have to rely on
their own power ran through
everything she did and
remains vital today.

>>Pages 14&15
GRENFELL FIRE

Grenfell showed
how system fails
ordinary people
THE GRENFELL Tower fire
exposed how laws and
regulations don’t protect
ordinary people—and
help those responsible
avoid any responsibility,
writes Joe Delaney
He was evacuated from
an estate connected to the
tower and is a member of
the Grenfell Action Group.
by TOMÁŠ TENGELY-EVANS

PRIME MINISTER Theresa May
is facing defeat over Brexit.
She is set to bring back her
deal for a parliamentary vote on
Tuesday of next week.
Without the support of many of
her own MPs it is unlikely to get
through.
The mayhem in the Tory government is an opportunity to bring

down May and the whole regime
of austerity and racism.
But the Labour Party remains
paralysed, with Jeremy Corbyn
under pressure to support a
second referendum on Brexit.
The push is spearheaded by
Blairites and bosses who are desperate to stay in the racist, neoliberal European Union.
The lack of action by Labour
and the union leaders leaves

working class people as spectators
to the Tory crisis.
We need to seize the time.
Everyone who hates the Tories
needs to join the People’s A
 ssembly
demonstration in London this Saturday. We need urgently to ramp
up the level of resistance in the
streets and workplaces to bring
down May’s government.
LET’S MAKE May bow out

>>Pages 4&5

TORIES OUT GENERAL ELECTION NOW!
Demo Saturday 12 January, 12 noon, BBC Portland Place, central London
lCalled by The People’s Assembly lthepeoplesassembly.org.uk

>>Page 3
FRANCE

50,000 on streets
as Yellow Vests
keep up protests
THE YELLOW Vest movement
in France roared back
into action with renewed
force last Saturday.
“Act VIII”—the eighth
successive week of protests—
saw 50,000 on the streets
according to the interior
ministry.

>>Page 20
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THE THINGS
THEY SAY

‘You do realise
that it’s not a
documentary,
don’t you. Don’t
you?’

Tory chairman James Cleverly
disproves worries that
Ken Loach’s I Daniel Blake isn’t
authentic enough about the
horrors of the welfare system

‘Why only Lefties
could go misty
eyed at a movie
that romanticises
Benefits Britain’
Tory Toby Young is upset that
someone made something
that’s not about him

‘We must be
prepared to
junk the white
elephants’
Tory treasury chief secretary
Liz Truss on HS2 rail

‘Fractious rabble’
The Daily Mail on the Tories

‘Had a Bunsen
burner stuck up
my arse’
David Cameron’s explanation
for why he called the EU
referendum—to try and
undermine Ukip

‘When I was a
kid, there was
none of that PC
nonsense. The
teachers were
men, then’
Tory London Mayoral candidate
Shaun Bailey

TROUBLEMAKER

the

Cops have secret plot against
Kingsley Burrell campaign
COPS ARE organising in secret
against the campaign for Justice
for Kingsley Burrell.
Kingsley died after coming into
contact with the police on 31 March
2011. A towel was placed on his
head for an extended period, he was
restrained by police and beaten.
Three cops recently faced an
internal investigation into their conduct relating to a 2015 inquest into
Kingsley’s death. One of them, Paul
Adley, has been dismissed after it was
found he had given a false account
of the events surrounding Kingsley’s
death.
A secret Facebook page was set
up following the ruling. It is called
“Support for PC Adey” and has 1,200
members.
Many of the supporters appear to
be serving police officers.
Posts on the page attack activists from the Justice for Kingsley
campaign.
Other posts showed that some
group members were planning to

KINGSLEY Burrell

hold a counter-demonstration to a
Justice for Kingsley demonstration
which had been scheduled to take
place last Saturday. The posts called
on police officers, staff and their families to support “Paul and the boys”
and join the counter-protest.
Organisers of the Justice for
Kingsley demonstration decided to
cancel it, fearing violence.
Their protest was against the
return to active service of the two
cops who were cleared of misconduct
charges in the internal investigation.
They have argued the existence of
the Facebook page reveals a secret
faction within the West Midlands
Police.
“This Facebook group shows West
Midlands Police need to put their
house in order because there are
major issues that are draining trust
and confidence,” said Desmond
Jaddoo. “If West Midlands Police are
baffled over why they met with a wall
of silence, it is because of rogue elements of this nature.”

l

OFFSHORE TAX havens are to be
given permission to design and
mint their own versions of pound coins.
Chancellor Philip Hammond reckons the
tax scammers in places like Bermuda, the
Cayman Islands and British Virgin Islands
need small change. The Treasury is to let
all 14 of the overseas territories produce
coins including The Isle of Man, Jersey,
Philip Ham
Guernsey, Gibraltar and the Falklands.
mond

NEARLY a million jobs
have been lost in the
retail sector since the last
Woolworths stores closed
their doors ten years ago. In
that time, 112,405 shops have
shut in Britain. That meant
some 876,760 workers lost
their jobs, according to the
Centre for Retail Research.

l

Downton Lord ready Don’t let the Bastards
to collect expenses grind you down at Kitley
THERE’S A parliamentary
by-election this month
in which ordinary
voters have no say.
It’s to fill a vacancy
among the 92 hereditary
peers still entitled to sit
in the House of Lords.
Looking at some of the
16 candidates, perhaps
it’s best they’re only
judged by their peers.
George Reginald Oliver
Molyneux Herbert 8th Earl
of Carnarvon lives with his
countess wife in Highclere
Castle on a 5,000-acre
estate in Hampshire.
The lavish house with a
state dining room, library
and smoking room was
used as the home of the
Crawley family in ITV’s
fictional period drama

Get in
touch with
Socialist
Worker

Lord and manor

Downton Abbey. The 8th
Earl said owning his home
has given him “experience
of small business”.
Meanwhile Lord
Hampton offers “cricket
coach at local club”
as his CV, while Earl
Stockton offers skills
in “conversational
Spanish and German”.
Lord Biddulph’s election
literature runs to just
four words, “Always
willing to serve.”

@

Email reports@
socialistworker.co.uk
Web www.socialistworker.co.uk
Facebook “Socialist Worker (Britain)”
Twitter @socialistworker

THE entire housekeeping
staff at a hotel run by
a Bastard have quit in
protest at “unacceptable”
working conditions. Six
workers at the historic
Kitley House Hotel left
without notice after
complaining of poor pay.
The 500 year old,
Grade I listed, four-star
venue in Devon has been
run by its owner Spike
Bastard since last year.
Former worker
Zoe Corner said, “Be
prepared to have no
money and make sure
you have some good
medical insurance. The
whole management is a
complete joke with no
idea what they’re doing.”

Newsdesk
020 7840 5656
Circulation
020 7840 5601

Bastard and hotel

OFFICIALS have
l
wrongly accused
300,000 people of

prescription fraud.
They received £100
fines for dodging the
£8.80 charges despite
being exempt from
paying. Altogether,
303,000 were affected—
nearly a quarter of the
1.3 million sent penalty
notices in the 12 months
up to August last year.

Write to
Socialist Worker
PO Box 74955
London
E16 9EJ

PIG OF
THE WEEK
A POLICE officer who
punched a handcuffed
suspect in the face has
been convicted of assault.
The man was lying on the
floor after being arrested
over a burglary when PC
Matthew Fitzgibbon hit
him. The officer, an acting
sergeant at the time, was
convicted of assault at
Westminster court.
He will be sentenced on
18 January.

Make the bully
bailiffs pay up
BULLYING bailiffs are
flouting laws aimed at
stopping them from
terrorising debt-ridden
families, a report reveals.
But just 56 people
have complained through
the courts system set
up to protect them four
years ago.
Two in five people
contacted in the past two
years over parking fines
or council tax say bailiffs
pushed the limits of the
law, Citizens Advice
found.

Hillsborough
trial to begin
THE TRIALS of two men
charged in relation to
the 1989 Hillsborough
football disaster were set
to start on Monday
14 January.
The two are David
Duckenfield, who was
match commander on
the day, and Graham
Mackrell, who was
secretary of Sheffield
Wednesday football club.
Some 96 Liverpool
fans died as a result of
the disaster, following a
crush in pens 3 and 4 at
the Leppings Lane end
of Sheffield Wednesday’s
football ground.
Duckenfield faces
95 charges of gross
negligence manslaughter.
There can be no
prosecution for the 96th
victim of the disaster,
Tony Bland.
Mackrell has been
charged with an offence
involving the stadium
safety certificate and a
health and safety offence.

COMMENT
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Grenfell fire showed how the
system fails ordinary people
The Grenfell Tower fire
exposed how laws and
regulations don’t protect
ordinary people—and
help those responsible
avoid any responsibility,
writes Joe Delaney
THE PAST year has seen all the
people and organisations responsible for the Grenfell Tower fire
disgracefully attempt to pass the
buck.
Just before Christmas the Royal
Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
(RBKC) announced there are still
over 100 households awaiting
permanent accommodation.
Forty of these were from Grenfell
Tower and Grenfell Walk—part
of the group that were promised
homes within three weeks of the
fire.
This surprises no one in the
area—we already knew that there
was a chronic shortage of suitable
housing.
Promises of “new homes in three
weeks” were made in response to a
PR disaster for the government, not
the humanitarian disaster.

BACK STORY

A fire ripped through Grenfell
Tower on 14 June 2017
lAt least 72 people died as a
result of the fire in west London
lThere were furious protests in
the immediate aftermath
lSurvivors said safety concerns
had been repeatedly raised with
the council, but ignored
lThose affected by the fire
were promised support and new
housing, but have been let down
lAn inquiry into the fire has seen
those responsible try to avoid any
responsibility for the disaster
lThe fire exposed how profit and
cost-cutting is treated as more
important than people’s lives

way in which to achieve that I am
more doubtful.”
He was being interviewed on the
day his appointment as chair of the
Grenfell Tower Inquiry was made
public.
What is shocking about this
statement is that it was made before
the terms of reference had even
been agreed and “consultations” on
the matter were active.
Phase one of the inquiry seems
Managed
to be what Moore-Bick intended—
The only thing that has been a focus solely on the events of
managed to any degree since the 14 June 2017.
morning of 14 June 2017 has been
The evidence heard over the
our expectations that we will see course of phase one has sadly demjustice for what happened.
onstrated that the motives of most
“I am well aware residents and of those responsible remain selfish
the local people want a much rather than selfless.
broader investigation and I can fully
Firms Arconic and Rydon refused
understand why they would want to submit closing statements.
that,” said Sir Martin Moore-Bick. Studio E and Harley Facade refused
“Whether my inquiry is the right to engage any more than they were
compelled to by law.
Lawyers for Carl J Stokes, the fire
inspector employed by Kensington
and Chelsea Tenant Management
Organisation (KCTMO), argued he
should not have been expected to
consider walls as part of the fabric
of a building.
All of this was brazenly done in
front of survivors who could only
stand there.
They had to listen to KCTMO
chief executive Robert Black claim
he didn’t know when he arrived at
the tower.
He kept quiet unless it was to say
he “didn’t recall” events.
He wasn’t so quiet when he
sent an email on the night warning his team they needed to pull
together evidence about the
cladding.
I was most disappointed
in the way the frontline
firefighters were betrayed
and undermined by their
Grenfell Action Group campaigner Joe Delaney
management.

PROTESTERS MARKED the anniversary of the Grenfell fire in June last year

On the night the London Fire
Brigade leadership arrived too late.
Cuts to personnel and equipment
cost lives.
When commissioner Danny
Cotton needed to show that
they were valued and respected,
firefighters got to hear that their
employer would “not change a
thing” about the circumstances they
endured at Grenfell.
They deserve better, so do the
victims, so do the survivors, so does
London.
The Tories are happy to make
promises. Yet when it comes to
matters of real substance, such as
adopting recommendations of the
Hackett inquiry into building safety,
they drag their heels.
It took 15 months from the fire
to announce that the cladding
used on Grenfell Tower would be
banned.
The changes made to the building
and fire safety regulations since
October have only added to the

confusion. An investigation into fire
door safety is perhaps the starkest
example of just how light touch
our regulatory frameworks have
become.
“Building owners should assure
themselves that products being used
in their buildings meet the required
standards,” it reads.
Grenfell has exposed how
little protection our systems offer
because of how much we take for
granted.

Political

What should be a public health
matter and a political issue has
been repackaged as a consumer
issue—it’s the “consumer’s”
responsibility.
A comprehensive regulatory
framework is needed—enforced
with penalties that cost far more
than any potential benefit gained
through non-compliance.
Without this, breaking the law
will simply be seen as just another

Pictures: Guy Smallman

potential cost of doing business.
If there is no obligation, far too
many in this world won’t care if the
cost of their choice is someone else
being a victim.
When accountability isn’t considered likely, fear of consequences isn’t
immediate, or doing the right thing
isn’t convenient, we risk becoming a
sacrifice that s omeone else is willing
to make to satisfy their own greed,
ideology, or agenda.
Too often the cost of safety and
quality is considered to be more
important than its value.
Residents of Grenfell Tower were
the latest victims to pay the price.
Joe Delaney was evacuated from the
estate connected to Grenfell Tower
and is a member of the Grenfell
Action Group. For more details go to
grenfellactiongroup.wordpress.com
GRENFELL SILENT WALK
Monday 14 January, 6.30pm, Notting Hill Methodist Church, 240
Lancaster Rd, W11 4AH
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NEWS & COMMENT

How can the
left get its
voice heard
over Brexit?
What machinations will May pull
to get out of her crisis? And what
should the left do to force her out?
Tomáš Tengely-Evans says the key
is a fight against racism and austerity
What’s going on
with May’s deal?
TORY PRIME minister Theresa
May has been forced to put her
Brexit deal to parliament.
MPs will vote on it next Tuesday,
15 January—and she will most
likely lose.
May withdrew the Tory Brexit
deal from parliament last December,
knowing that defeat could spell her
demise.
Many right wing Brexiteers and
Remain-supporting Tories, as well
as opposition parties, wanted to
block the deal.
So she went around the
European Union’s (EU) rulers over
Christmas desperately asking for
concessions.
But within days of May putting
off the vote, the EU had ruled out
making any serious changes to what
was on offer.
The deal sets out how Britain will
leave the EU on 29 March, with a
two-year transition during which
very little would change.
The deal was designed to
appease big business, which is desperate to remain in the EU’s neoliberal single market. So it keeps free

What can we do
as socialists to
shape the debate?
THE MAINSTREAM options of
“hard”, “soft” or no-deal Brexit
are false choices for working
class people.
So long as the Tories are in
charge all these options will be
based on neoliberal and racist
policies that attack workers
and migrants. The problem

market rules on state aid that block
left wing policies, such as wholesale
nationalisation.
At the same time the deal would
end freedom of movement for
migrants.It was too much of a fudge
for right wing Brexiteers.
And many couldn’t stomach
p roposals over Northern Ireland
that could have led to some customs
checks with Britain.
May claims she’s in the process of
fixing their concerns.
But it’s unlikely to be enough
to appease right wing Tory MPs
and the Democratic Unionist Party
(DUP).

What are the
Tories saying
about Brexit?
TORY MPS from across the
Brexit divide are putting pressure on Theresa May.
Desperately she had scheduled
a series of drinks receptions to try
and win them over this week ahead
of the vote.
Over 200 MPs, including many
Tories, signed an open letter on
is that the trade unions and
Labour Party are not mobilising,
which leaves working class
people as passive spectators.
We need a fightback in the
streets, campuses and workplaces
to bring down the Tories.
And we should link the fight
against the Tories’ vision of
Brexit to other class demands,
such as defending the NHS and
scrapping Universal Credit.
A good place to start will be the
People’s Assembly demonstration
in London this Saturday.

THIS IS our chance to get rid of Theresa May and the Tories

Monday urging her to rule out a
no-deal Brexit.
Caroline Spelman initiated it
with Labour’s Jack Dromey.
The Remain-supporting Tory
MP said May’s deal offered a “platform” that could “stabilise the economy and give reassurance” to big
business.
Meanwhile former Brexit secretary Boris Johnson said a no-deal
Brexit was the “closest to what
people actually voted for” in the
2016 EU referendum.
He was backed up by reactionaries such as Jacob Rees-Mogg.
The row over May’s Brexit deal
is part of a deep divide inside the
Tory party, which is torn between
big business and bigotry.
Their friends in the City of
London and big business want to
stay in the neoliberal EU because it
protects their profits.
But the Tories are also desperate to chase right wing, racist votes
by promising to clamp down on
immigration.
And rebellious Tory MPs aren’t
the only problem May is facing.
Without an overall majority of
her own, she relies on the bigots
of the DUP to prop up her weak
government.
The DUP has said there is “no
way” it would back the deal because
of its proposals for Northern
Ireland.

		

Will Jeremy Corbyn bow to pressure from the right?

What’s the row in
the Labour Party?
PRESSURE IS also growing on
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn
to shift the party’s position to
unequivocally supporting a
second referendum.
The party’s official position
is that it will push for a general
election and, if that fails, then
consider all options which
could include a referendum.
Calls for a so-called “People’s
Vote” are led by Blairites who

support the single market’s free
market rules. Unfortunately,
sections of the Labour left have
also fallen in behind them and set
up a Policy Commission this week.
Its backers include TSSA
rail union general secretary
Manuel Cortes, who wants to
stop Britain leaving the EU.
Some left wingers fear Labour’s
stagnant position in the polls is
because of its position on Brexit.
In reality, Corbyn’s success
in the 2017 general election
saw him unite both Remain
and Leave voters by putting
forward class politics.

Socialist Worker

WHAT WE THINK

FIGHT FOR THE SOUL OF
THE YELLOW VESTS

T

HE LIBERAL centre is
disintegrating—and a
battle is raging about
whether the left or right
gains.
We need a war on racism,
fascism and austerity. These are
urgent times.
Millions of working class
people have been shafted by free
market policies and austerity, then
ignored by mainstream politicians
of all stripes.
Sometimes their anger can
find a left wing expression. We
have seen that in the support for
Jeremy Corbyn.
But the Yellow Vest movement
in France shows that often anger
will erupt in contradictory ways.
It is an inspirational revolt.
But with the intense racism
pushed by the French state, it
was inevitable that racist ideas
would be reflected in parts of the
movement.
And at the beginning fascist
Marine Le Pen’s National Rally—
the renamed Front National—
tried to make the running.
Subsequently fascist forces
and racist arguments have been
largely marginalised within the
Yellow Vests. But that wasn’t
inevitable. It took—and still

N

AZIS HARASSING people
around parliament has led
to calls for more curbs on
protests in the area.
The rules for protest around
parliament are already very
restrictive. Megaphones are
banned, as are sleeping bags.Yet
the tents and the vans of the
corporate media are allowed.
The mayor of London has to
give written permission if you want
to rally at parliament.The same
permission is needed to make a
speech or feed the birds in the area.

Picture: Guy Smallman

refugees trying to come to
Britain from France.
Turn to pages 10&11 for
our exclusive interviews with
refugees in France—and some of
those who’ve made it to Britain.

‘‘

The left can win
out of the centre’s
crisis. It means
not lining up
behind the bosses

harass the striking Northern rail
guards. The group were clearly
from the North West group
of the fascist English Defence
League.
A Socialist Party meeting in
Leeds was attacked this week.
Brexit was a contradictory
electoral revolt, which saw
ordinary people give the
establishment a kicking.
Both the official Leave and
Remain campaigns pushed racism
against migrants and increased
an already-existing right wing
atmosphere in society.
Tory prime minister David
Cameron had pushed vicious
scapegoating of Muslims, migrants
and refugees.
Unfortunately, during the
Brexit referendum the majority
of the left ceded the ground and
let the right shape the debate.
The left can win out of the
crisis of the centre.
That means not lining up
behind the establishment—and
not making any concessions to
racist arguments that are thrown
up when anger erupts.
Join the Stand Up To Racism national
demonstrations on 16 March in
London, Glasgow and Cardiff.
More details at bit.ly/16MarchDemo

DEFEND OUR PROTESTS

Anti-racists protest against
Javid’s war on migrants

ACTIVISTS FROM Stand Up
To Racism protested outside
the Home Office on Monday
evening.
They were demonstrating after
a week of scapegoating against

requires—argument, involvement
and socialist politics. Most of the
French left didn’t stand aside
or line up behind neoliberal
president Emmanuel Macron as a
bulwark against the right.
The far right in Britain have
grown in confidence and are
trying to claim the Yellow Vests.
Fascists wearing yellow vests
staged a day of action in favour of
Brexit last Saturday.
Organiser James Goddard is
going it alone after falling out
with Nazi Tommy Robinson.
In London a group of
90 protested outside parliament.
And in Manchester they marched
on a RMT union picket line in
Manchester Victoria station to

It is also an offence not to leave
Parliament Square if you are told
to by an “authorised person”.
Politicians often say they
back peaceful protest—really
authorised protest. In fact
protests become violent usually
when the state attacks them.
In the aftermath of the Iraq
War the then Labour government
put lots of effort into restricting
protests near parliament.
During the student rebellion
of 2010 who could protest
at parliament was decided by
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numbers of young people versus
police horses. In 1989 gates were
put up in Downing Street to “stop
terrorists”. They didn’t—the IRA
fired a mortar into the garden of
Number 10 two years later.
And within months the Poll Tax
Riot that brought down Margaret
Thatcher marched past the gates.
The left needs to reclaim the
space outside parliament with
mass disruptive protest.
The way to defeat the far right
is to outnumber them and beat
them back.
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SWP CONFERENCE

A world in
turmoil
SELMA, A member of the New
Anticapitalist Party in France,
opened the SWP conference
in a session on the world in
turmoil. She said the Yellow
Vests movement has shown
that “austerity politics can be
challenged” (see page 20).
Joseph Choonara from the
central committee said the
“neoliberal centre ground of
politics” is disintegrating. He
said a new economic crisis is
likely at some point and there
are “strong reasons for saying
the ruling class is incapable of
re-stabilising the system”.
And he argued that the left
must “try and shape movements”.
Several people spoke about
the #MeToo movement and
the fight against sexism. Bethan
from east London said, “There
has been a huge surge in
opposition to sexism.”

Importance

Laura from Leeds spoke about the
importance of socialists fighting
trans oppression. Judith from
east London said some on the left
have been “wrong footed” about
why Donald Trump has pulled
out troops from the Middle East.
She said socialists had to be
clear that his policies are “another
way of pursuing the America
ruling class’s interests”.
Joseph outlined some mistaken
responses on the left to the ruling
class crisis. One is to try and
bolster the neoliberal centre as
an alternative to the radical right.
Another is to pander to racism.
He said left reformist parties
such as Labour aren’t raising
the level of struggle, and that
people won’t automatically move
towards revolutionary politics.
But he argued that
revolutionaries can grow through
common activity with others and
by providing “political clarity”.
“We as revolutionaries can make
a difference,” he said.

Revolutionaries
debated how
to shape the
political situation
at the Socialist
Workers Party
conference

Socialist Worker

WHERE NEXT FOR THE LEFT

T

HE SOCIALIST Workers
Pa r ty (SW P ) h e l d i t s
annual conference last
weekend. It came as the
Tories are in crisis, racism is
rising and important develop‑
ments are taking place in Jeremy
Corbyn’s Labour Party.
The growth of the far right and
racism across the world shaped the
debates at the conference.
It followed the inauguration of far
right Jair Bolsonaro as president of
Brazil and Donald Trump’s government shutdown over the Mexican
border wall.
In Britain, the Tories’ manufactured crisis over refugees is an
attempt to encourage more racism.
Weyman Bennett from the SWP
central committee said the “deep
crisis of the centre and polarisation”
to left and right is increasing. “What
we do now matters,” he said.
Some 30 people spoke in a session on fighting racism, fascism and
Islamophobia. Many described the
positive impact of building local
Stand Up To Racism (SUTR) groups.

Activity

Several described how workers’
struggles have fed into anti-racist
activity.
Dave from Wigan said workers
who have struck there are now helping to build a protest against Ukip
leader Gerard Batten.
“Class struggle can generate confidence,” he said.
Nahella from Manchester said
SUTR has “political clout as we
have a national movement”. Others
spoke about the radical right trying
to organise on university campuses.
Sam, a student from
Wolverhampton university, said, “If
you’re not organising on campuses,

Organising

SOCIALIST WORKERS Party members have been at the heart of building Stand Up to Racism

you’re missing a trick.”
Natasha from Sheffield said the
SWP must “reach out to EU residents” under attack. And Vimal
from Birmingham argued that “we
have more support than we think”
for anti-racism.
Weyman said that ruling class
scapegoating of migrants is “opening the door for the right”. “We are
facing a plethora of far right organisations,” he said.
“There are racist populists, fascist
parties and street movements.”
Weyman said the rise of different
far right forces has sparked debates
about how anti-fascists should
respond.

And speakers stressed the need for
the party to raise ideological arguments. “We have to fight for Marxist
politics on how to destroy racism,”
argued Esme from north London.
Ken, also from north London, said
there are questions about whether
Trump and Bolsonaro are fascists. He
said activity is key. But “what kind of
activity you do is based on theory”.
Weyman argued for building
SUTR as a united front that doesn’t
concede to racist arguments. He said
the party had risen to the challenge
of fighting the resurgent far right
around Nazi Tommy Robinson.
“Last year the Football Lads
Alliance mobilised 20,000 and that

												

led people to the conclusion that we
were facing a difficult year,” he said.
The year ended with
anti-fascists outnumbering Robinson
and Ukip supporters on 9 December
in London. Now anti-racist demonstrations in London, Glasgow and
Cardiff on 16 March are crucial.
Conference also debated the Tory
crisis, Brexit and Labour, and what
socialists’ position should be on the
European Union (EU).
Socialist Worker editor Charlie
Kimber said Brexit has caused the
biggest split in the Tory party for
over 150 years. Sabby from north
London argued that a “low level of
class struggle” meant that the debate

Fighting Tory austerity in the workplaces

How do we organise

MARK THOMAS from
the central committee
introduced a session on
politics in the workplace
and fighting austerity.
A series of strikes have
taken place over the
past year, including in
universities, Birmingham
home care workers and
the Glasgow equal pay
strike.
“Each provides an
example that you can
fight,” said Mark.
Dave from Wigan spoke
about a hospital workers’
strike there and stressed
the importance of SWP
branches getting stuck into
disputes. Selling Socialist

ONE SESSION debated how to build
a revolutionary party in the era of
Corbynism.
Socialist Worker editor Charlie Kimber
said a revolutionary party is necessary
because of the unevenness of working
class people’s ideas and the centralisation
of the state.
He said publicity, social media and
contacting people are key to building
branch meetings.
Tim from Swansea said that “attractive
and unusual” meetings can bring the
party’s politics to new audiences. Brian
from south London pointed to the use of
music and video.
New members described how they
joined the party and stressed the need
to recruit. “If you don’t ask them to join,
they never will,” said Jasmine from north

Worker before the strike
helped socialists build
solidarity with strikers–
and showed the relevance
of the SWP. “We recruited
three union stewards,”
said Dave.
Jim from Glasgow spoke
about the women council
workers’ strike for equal
pay. “While the struggle
is at a low level, we have
important disputes,”
he said. “And we have
to be involved from the
beginning.”
UCU union members
said the university
pensions strike last year
showed the power of
taking action.

Young, angry and open to
building radical politics
LEWIS NIELSEN from
the central committee
introduced a
session on young
workers and
students.
He argued that
the “sense of chaos
and turmoil which
permeates society
is even stronger for
young people”.
Movements across the
world are “young and open to
radical politics”.
But the far right is trying to
grow on university campuses–
with a “non-existent” response
from the NUS.
Labour is failing to tackle the
racists. “Not once has anyone
tried to set up a Momentum
society on campus,” said Lewis.
This has left a “huge political
space” that Stand Up To Racism
and Socialist Worker Student
Societies (SWSS) must fill.
Lewis argued that “every
district needs a strategy” to
engage young people.

Carlo from Dundee
said, “We should not
underestimate how the
strike transformed the
union and people’s ideas.”
Conor, a student from
Manchester, said building
solidarity for the strikes
helped people see the
importance of working
class struggle.
Liz from north London
described how the Unison
union branch there had
successfully pushed for
strikes among traffic
wardens.
She said it is the role of
revolutionaries to “always
organise for a fight”.
Mark said there is a

dominant mood among
unions of waiting for
Labour rather than
fighting now. And
Labour isn’t “giving full
expression to the anger”
over attacks such as
Universal Credit.
But he said
revolutionaries can attract
workers by taking up
ideological questions
such as solidarity with
Palestine.
Mark highlighted
the 23 February Stand
Up To Racism (SUTR)
trade union conference.
Deepening SUTR in trade
unions is an important
task for all socialists.

Voting at conference

has been pulled to the right. He said
socialists should not support leaving
the EU.
Others strongly disagreed. “If you
really think the EU gives a space for
progressive politics, think again,”
argued Alex Callinicos from the central committee.
Charlie argued the key divide
in British society must not be over
Brexit, but over austerity and racism.
The Tories couldn’t withstand
mass strikes or movements.
But Labour and the trade union
leadership “are doing nothing to
challenge the Tories or define a
working class position,” he said.
And Labour’s focus on electoral

politics limits it. People debated how
socialists should respond to calls
for a “People’s Vote”—effectively a
second referendum.
This would split the working class
and the SWP is opposed to it. But
if there was a referendum the central committee would call a meeting
of the SWP’s democratic bodies to
decide on the party’s position.
If it was a choice between Remain
and May’s Brexit, a possible option
would be “active abstention”—a
campaign to reject both options.
“Active abstention isn’t easy, but
it is possible,” argued Dave from
south London.
Several people said it is possible

the resistance today
London. Selling Socialist Worker remains
at the heart of building the party.
Simon from east London argued
that selling the paper “translates into
strengths” where sales are organised and
carefully planned.
Charlie said comrades must work with
a wide range of people but also raise
socialist politics in SUTR meetings.
“If you don’t feel the need to read,
you’re not engaging enough with the
ideas in the movement,” said Dave from
north London.
Charlie said SWP members should
be optimistic. “We need a bigger
organisation,” he said. “That requires a
high political level, engaging with the
issues of the day, thinking about our
meetings, attention to our publications,
and thinking about who we can recruit.”

Picture: Guy Smallman

to win people to opposing the EU.
Rena from north London said,
“There’s a lot of people out there
who voted Remain that would be
open to left wing arguments if they
heard them.”
Karen from Manchester said that
there were “secret Brexiteers” at
her workplace who weren’t initially
open about it for fear of being seen
as racist.
Charlie argued that the key way
to engage with wider layers of activists was through united fronts such
as Stand Up To Racism.
Building for that also means
building an independent revolutionary party.

Many students talked about
organising SWSS.
Students have built
societies at campuses such as
Wolverhampton, Bristol, UCL,
Sheffield and Newcastle where
there haven’t been SWSS groups
for years.
Josh said his SWSS group
in Wolverhampton had seen
“massive growth” and has a “big
presence on campus”.
He said this was down to
consistent campaign stalls and
using social media.
Sophia from Bristol spoke
about a campaign over students’
mental distress.
She said the Labour Party had
little involvement in it, showing
there is a “vacuum” that SWSS
groups can fill.
Matteo from UCL had helped
to organise a sit-in against racist
treatment of students and

staff. This helped him to
organise a bloc of students
to join a demonstration
against Nazi
Tommy Robinson.
“A few years ago
that wouldn’t have been
possible,” he said. “Work
does bear fruit.”
Others described organising
among young workers.
James from south east
London built a union at his pub,
which eventually led an unofficial
strike last year. “We’re the next
generation of trade unionists,”
he said.
Ruby from Glasgow said
taking students to picket lines
during last year’s equal pay
strike “taught a lesson about the
centrality of the working class”.
Many said the SWP’s
Socialism 101 events had helped
to connect young people across
the party, and develop them
theoretically. Fay from east
London said going to Socialism
101 “encouraged me to go and
be an activist in the workplace”.
A number of people across
conference said climate
catastrophe has led to
a new generation of
activists
wanting to organise
direct action.
Huw from Bristol
said socialists have
to argue for
socialist
transformation to
stop climate
change.
Martin
from
Manchester
added that
the SWP’s
arguments
can’t be
reduced to
simply saying
we need
climate
A protest in Leeds
jobs.

Standards for revolutionaries Votes and elections
A GROUP of
comrades presented
a report on
expected behaviour
in the SWP. Emma
from east London
said its starting
point was that
revolutionaries
are “tribunes of
the oppressed”.
“We strive to
have behaviour
that does not
reinforce oppressive
stereotypes,” she
said. “Branches
need to be places
where people feel
encouraged to take
part in activity and

should be safe.”
New guidelines
include suggestions
on how reports
of unacceptable
behaviour can be
dealt with, and
how the party can
support victims.
“Every member
needs to feel
both entitled and
empowered to
raise a concern
if unacceptable
behaviour
occurs, including
unacceptable
behaviour by
members in
leadership

positions,” the
guidelines said.
Conference
agreed that the
pressures of
capitalism shape
everyone and can
lead to “unequal”
relationships
and “oppressive
behaviour”.
The Central
Committee plans
to organise a
day‑school on
sexual oppression.
Conference
elected a disputes
committee to deal
with complaints in
the year ahead.

THE conference
elected the leadership
bodies of the SWP.
Delegates elected a
central committee
(CC) which leads
the organisation on
a daily basis. This
includes four new
members. The new
CC is made up of
Alex Callinicos, Amy
Leather, Brian R,
Camilla Royle, Charlie
Kimber, Hector
Puente Sierra, Joseph
Choonara, Julie
Sherry, Lewis Nielsen,
Mark Thomas,
Michael Bradley,
Paddy Nielsen,
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Sally Campbell,
Sue Caldwell and
Weyman Bennett.
Conference
elected a national
committee of 50
members to guide
the party’s work.
It includes SWP
members from all
over Britain to feed
in experiences and
make decisions.
Each session saw a
number of comrades
agree to prepare a
commission to reflect
the discussion.
These were open
to amendments and
then voted on.
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Trump tries
blackmail to
build racist
border wall

India

The US president wants to force
more shutdown chaos to stop
migrants, reports Alistair Farrow
THE US government is being held
to ransom by its racist president.
Donald Trump has threatened
to declare a state of emergency in
order to force through £5 billion in
funding for his infamous Mexican
border wall.
“We could call a national emergency and build it very quickly,” he
boasted last Friday. “That’s another
way to do it.
“But if we can do it through a
negotiated process, we’re giving
that a shot.”
Some 800,000 government
w orkers will miss their first pay
cheque of 2019 on Friday of next
week if the shutdown continues.
There are signs of a fightback
starting.
Hundreds of Transport Security
Administration workers at four
airports called in sick in response
to the shutdown.
Yet Trump has the arrogance
to claim that workers support his
attacks.
He’s rolled out the racist argument that he is protecting federal
workers’ wages from being undercut
by “cheap migrant labour”.
The response from the Democratic
Party leadership has been abysmal.
The party recently won control
of the lower house of Congress, the
House of Representatives.

Doubt

The newly elected leader of the house
Nancy Pelosi has g
 randstanded,
saying, “We’re not doing a wall.
Does anybody have any doubt that
we are not doing a wall?”
But the Democrats have no problem with the current racist rules that
govern the US border with Mexico
or immigration more generally.
Last month two small children—
Jakelin Caal Maquin and Felipe
Gomez Alonzo—died in Border
Patrol custody.
They both came from Guatemala,
a country ripped apart by a civil war
stoked up by the US.
Perhaps the most shocking result
of the shutdown has been the impact
on Native Americans’ services. Road

BACK STORY

The US has seen three weeks of
a government shutdown because
of racist president Donald Trump
lA government shutdown takes
place when Congress won’t vote
for the budget
lThis means that services
deemed “non-essential” close
and their federal government
employees don’t get paid
lTrump is demanding £5 billion
in funding to build a border wall
with Mexico

maintenance and disaster relief for
some 1.9 million people have been
cut off.
But these services have already
been paid for through previous treaty agreements, which
saw Native Americans hand over
territory in return for funding.
Trump tweeted, “If the
Democrats do not give us the votes
to secure our Country, the military
will build the remaining sections of
the Wall.”
A Pentagon spokesperson
announced that it is “reviewing
available authorities and funding
mechanisms to identify options to
enable border barrier construction.”
Trump is testing the limits of the
office of president in order to satisfy
the rabid racism of his base.
Senate majority leader,
Republican Mitch McConnell, stayed
away from negotiations between
Trump and Nancy Pelosi to avoid
being too directly associated with
the shutdown.
Trump is increasingly isolating
himself from the majority of the US
ruling class.
They fear the consequences of the
shutdown on US capitalism, not the
consequences for people trapped at
the border or those federal workers
who are struggling without pay.
A return of mobilisations on the
scale of the Women’s March and
more struggle is needed to strike a
blow against Trump’s racism.

WOMEN FORMED a 385-mile long “gender wall” to protest against sexism in India

Millions of women line the streets
in mass protest over sexism in India
WOMEN IN India have taken part
in mass protests against sexism—
and a week later tens of millions
of workers launched a two-day
general strike.
Both will undermine the right
wing BJP-led government of
Narendra Modi.
According to Indian media
between 3.5 million and five
million women lined up on
National Highway 66 which runs
along the country’s western coast.
The “wall” last week stretched
to cover most of the 385 miles.
The demonstration was
designed to raise demands for
women’s equality.

Religious

It was also to protest against
a religious ban that prevented
women of menstruating age from
entering one of the country’s
Hindu temples.
Religious leaders had ignored a
Supreme Court ruling in favour of
their entry last year.
Protester Kavita Das said, “This
is a great way of saying how
powerful women are, and how we
can empower ourselves and help
each other.
“Of course, I support the move

managed to visit the shrine early
in the morning under police
protection.
They were denounced by Kerala
state leaders of the BJP and the
Congress Party.
The next day right wing groups,
with the RSS fascists at the centre
of them, declared a hartal—an
attempt to close shops and stop
work.

Violence

Kerala chief minister Pinarayi Vijayan

to allow women of all ages into the
temple.
“I don’t think tradition or any
kind of backwardness should stop
women.”
The event was organised by the
Left Democratic Front, a coalition
of political parties in Kerala state.
The demonstration was funded
by several independent women’s
organisations and by political
parties in Kerala.
It came after a growing wave of
protests by women against rape,
abuse and unequal legal rights.
The day after the “gender
wall” demonstration, two women

They tried to enforce it by violence
but were largely unsuccessful.
In contrast tens of millions of
workers began a 48-hour strike
on Tuesday of this week against
Modi’s neoliberal government.
It was called by ten major trade
unions and many other small ones.
It involved dock workers,
miners, public sector workers,
railway workers, power workers
and bank workers.
And in some areas transport
workers and auto-rickshaw drivers
joined the walkout.
It had been prepared for months
by the union leaders.
It is primarily about putting
on pressure ahead of the general
election that is set to take place in
April and May this year.
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Just a
thought...

Thatcher
the racist

Don’t trust
the Bureau

Sasha Simic
East London

Spreading
solidarity in
Scarborough
FRACK FREE Scarborough
voted unanimously to send
solidarity to the Stansted
15 and to back the General
Election Now demonstration on 12 January.
The state has used the
same lot of anti-terror laws
against the Stansted 15 that
will face protesters at
fracking wells in full
production.
I hope the Stansted 15
campaign grows big enough
to force the most lenient
possible sentence and a
swift and successful appeal.
Their success is not only
morally right—it will give
confidence to campaigners
across the country.

Kim
Scarborough

Illustration: Tim Sanders

NEWLY released material
from the National Archives
give a fresh insight into the
xenophobic world view of
Margaret Thatcher and her
continued influence on
today’s Tory Party.
The archives reveal
Thatcher’s “disappointment”
with Nelson Mandela, then
only recently freed after
serving 27 years in South
Africa’s prisons for fighting
apartheid.
There is a clear
continuity between the
Thatcher who spoke of
immigrants “swamping” the
UK in 1979 and the
Thatcher who dismissed the
valiant anti-apartheid hero
Nelson Mandela as
“disappointing”.

Tory hypocrisy over barracks,
Grenfell and housing crisis
TORY MP Johnny Mercer has
attacked the Ministry of Defence
for housing soldiers in unsafe
barracks. “Animals would not be
housed in such dangerous
conditions,” he said.
His comments came after a
Defence Safety Authority report
found that cuts had led to an
“unacceptable degradation” of the
buildings.
The fact is, people across Britain
live in unsafe housing and are at
risk every day. Where was Mercer’s
concern 18 months ago when at
least 72 people lost their lives in
the Grenfell Tower fire?
Three hundred tower blocks
have been found to have unsafe
cladding on them and yet only

three of these towers have had the
cladding replaced.
Maybe Mercer could remind
Theresa May of her promise to
people living in tower blocks that
unsafe cladding would be removed
and paid for by the government?
The problem is systemic.
Housing has been in crisis for
many years. Cuts and privatisation
have put people at risk. And the
bottom line is the government is
not building safe council housing.
This means that behind the
headlines people are being made
homeless, pushed into totally
inadequate temporary
accommodation.
There has been a 62 percent
increase in the number of children

living in temporary
accommodation since 2010.
Children living in temporary
accommodation cannot develop
and are being held back.
Relationships are at breaking
point when kids and their parents
have to share the same room.
Roughly 900 children become
homeless every month.
The Tories’ main solution is to
talk up their “affordable housing”
but it won’t solve the crisis as it’s
really totally unaffordable.
Mercer is a hypocrite. He only
cares about people’s housing if
they’re soldiers doing the British
state’s dirty work.

Janice Sweeney
North Kensington

How to kick racism out Asylum system has treated me unfairly
of the terraces for good
SENEGALESE football player
Kalidou Koulibaly was
racially abused at a match
between Inter Milan and his
Napoli team in December.
In response Napoli
manager Carlo Ancelotti
has demanded games be
suspended when players
are racially abused.
Football needs to get a
grip, and he is giving a lead.
Disgracefully Koulibaly
was sent off for his
reaction. But he has refused
to be silent, responding on
Twitter, “I’m disappointed
by the defeat and above all

to have left my brothers.
But I am proud of the
colour of my skin.”
Teams should abandon a
game where any player is
racially abused, either on
the pitch or from elsewhere
in the stadium.
It’s happened before in
Britain. At clubs such as
Leeds, Exeter and Charlton
fans have organised against
racism and fascism.
No permission is needed
to break down barriers to
equality.

Dave Clinch
Torrington

THANK YOU for your
article drawing attention
to the case of Otis Bolamu
(Socialist Worker,
2 January 2019).
The way Congolese
asylum seekers are being
treated right now is
extremely unfair.
On the Home Office
website was a notice that
British nationals should
leave the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC)
and the situation was
worsening as the election
came near.
Europeans nationals are
being moved to
neighbouring countries.

DRC’s former president Kabila

Yet Congolese asylum
seekers are being
threatened with
deportation back to a
country from which
European states are
evacuating their citizens.
As an asylum seeker

from DRC, I have received
nothing but complications
with my case, although
there is clear evidence I’m
in danger.
One judge even
insinuated that I could be
a spy for the government
of then president Joseph
Kabila.
It is crucial to raise
awareness about such
unfairness.
It is quite evil to
remove one group from a
dangerous environment
and yet forcefully send
others to that same
dangerous environment.

Chris Kafunda
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I AM sure I am not the
only person to express
concern that Citizens
Advice has accepted
funding from, and
is working with, the
Department for Work and
Pensions (DWP).
The DWP is toxic.
Remember what
happened to the
disgraced programme
provider A4E, or to the
Shaw Trust.
The trust issued a
booklet for jobseekers
whose title was in
extremely poor taste
and caused offence to
many.
Those who choose to
dance with the devil may
end up paying a very
high price.
John Costello
Wolverhampton

Is SW soft on
Theresa May?
THERESA MAY did
not say she wanted a
“hostile environment”.
She said she wanted
a “really hostile
environment”.
And plenty of
collateral damage to go
with it, no doubt.
A hostile environment
is a pub where regulars
glare at you when you
walk in.
In a really hostile
environment they glass
you in the face.
That is the level of
hostitlity that Theresa
May wants.
Don’t let her off the
hook.
Name and address provided

Unfare rail
hike infuriates
THE ONLY thing you can
rely upon the privatised
railway to provide on
time is the annual fare
increases above inflation.
Brian Eggleston
On Facebook

Refugees are
welcome here
YOUR FRONT page
about refugees crossing
the English Channel
(Socialist Worker,
2 January) makes an
important point.
This is an island of
60 million yet five more
people is “too much”.
They should have
come dressed as hedge
fund bankers or arms
dealers.
They’d have been
welcomed with open
arms.
Gareth Taylor
On Facebook
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TRUTH
BEHIND
RACIST
STORM

‘I want
safety and
security’

T

ORIES AND right wingers
try to present Britain as
a particular magnet for
refugees.
In reality, most refugees
who make it into Europe are
not trying to get into Britain
and there are far more
refugees and asylum claims in
Germany, Italy and France.
Many of those who do want
to come already have family
in Britain or can speak English
rather than French or German.
And the racist policies pushed by
the EU and national governments
force many refugees to keep
moving in search of safety.
Ahmed tried to claim asylum
when he got to France, but was
stone-walled by the French
immigration authorities.
“After that I went to Belgium
to ask for asylum there.
Unfortunately, we had to
take the train without paying
money and we were arrested
and sent deportation letters
telling us we had to leave.
“I was in the camp in Brussels
centre, eventually returned to
Calais and then took the truck.”
He added, “I want safety and
security and unfortunately I didn’t
find it in any of the European
countries I went through.”
Filimon agreed. “It’s difficult
in France,” he said. “You
are seen as a parasite, it’s
hard to get asylum here.”

Tomáš Tengely-Evans spoke to refugees about the truth
behind the Tories’ manufactured ‘migrant crisis’

L

O S T A M I D t h e To r y
scaremongering over refugees entering Britain are
the voices of the refugees
themselves.
The right wing press
demands more be done to keep refugees trapped in France. But Socialist
Worker spoke to some refugees about
why it’s so important for them to be
allowed to come safely to Britain.
One refugee from Sudan, who
we’ve named Ahmed, is one of
those who have made it into Britain.
“I’ve been in Britain for about three
months,” he told Socialist Worker. “I
was just seeking safety and security—
wherever it was.
“I heard about Britain and how
people are suffering to get here,
but I didn’t find safety in any of the
other European countries that I went
through.”
Ahmed had to try many times until
he successfully got onto a lorry that
brought him to Britain. “We had three
or four people in our group,” he said.
“I had a friend who knew how to
open trucks and we would try to get
into them.”

Attempting to cross the Channel

Licence

He added, “I feel safe now, but I still
don’t have a work licence or permanent residence in Britain.”
Refugees have fled the West’s wars
in the Middle East, poverty or dictatorship and come to Europe in search
of a better life.
Ahmed was forced to flee the dictatorship of Omar al-Bashir, who has
ruled Sudan for 30 years after taking
power in a coup in 1989.
Many try to get away from a regime
that conscripts 16 year old boys into
the armed forces and militia.
“I’m not really a political person,”

‘‘

Ahmed was
tortured when he
tried to avoid
conscription

he said. “I worked as a mobile technician to help my wife and mum while
I was studying as a medical student.
“The people who are living in the
village need a doctor to help them.”
The regime arrested and tortured
Ahmed when he tried to avoid conscription. “It’s not safe for me in
Sudan,” he said.
“I talked to my mum a few weeks
ago and she said that she was asked
by the authorities about me and
where I am.”
Many of the refugees who are still
in Calais have similar reasons for
leaving their home countries.
In Caen in northern France there
are about 150 refugees from Sudan
like Ahmed.
There are also Iraqi Kurdish refugees who have fled the destruction
and sectarianism unleashed by the
US invasion of Iraq in 2003.
And there are a number of Afghans
also forced to leave their war-torn
country.
A new group from Iran has set
up another makeshift settlement in
Calais.

M

ANY OF the refugees
described as Iranian
in the press are in
fact Iranian Kurds,
who have long faced
national oppression.
As one Iranian Kurdish refugee
explained, “There are no rights for
the Kurdish people in Iran.”
It’s not just Kurds now. Donald
Trump’s renewed sanctions against
Iran have made life unbearable even
for middle class Iranians. They still
have the means to escape the country
compared to workers and the poor.
Across the five sites in Calais there
are around 450-500 refugees. These
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Squalid

sites often reflect national groups.
One site is known as “The Eritrean
Roundabout” where there are about
90 young refugees.
Filimon, a 17 year old, sleeps
rough under a bridge there. “I had
to leave Eritrea because of the dictatorship,” he told Socialist Worker.
“There is no democracy in my
country.
“There is no work, no industry,
everything has closed.”
The Eritrean regime of Isaias
Afwerki conscripts people into the
armed forces indefinitely.
Another refugee, who we’ve
called Mohammed, is a Bidoon from
Kuwait. The Bidoon, which means
“without citizenship”, are a tens of
thousands-strong group of stateless
Arabs from the Gulf states.
After Britain gave up control of
Kuwait in 1961, around one third of
people in the country weren’t given
citizenship by the ruling dynasty.
Mohammed explained that
Bidoons have few rights in Kuwait.
“I’ve been in Calais and Dunkirk
for around seven months,” he told
Socialist Worker.
“My brother is already in Britain

and
I
want
to join him.” Around 1,500 refugees
spread across five sites in Calais and
Dunkirk and Caen in France and
Brussels in nearby Belgium.
And, while more Iranians have
arrived, there hasn’t been a big jump
in the overall population.
The UK Border Force patrol boats
have intercepted and detained
around 100 refugees since 25
December. Around 220 have been
rescued after trying to cross in
dinghies or fishing boats since
November 2018.
The real epicentre of the refugee
crisis is the Mediterranean Sea.
Sneaking onto the back of a
truck in Calais wasn’t Ahmed’s first
journey across perilous borders.
After fleeing the Sudanese dictatorship’s jailers and torturers,
Ahmed made his way towards the
North African coast.
“I left Sudan at the beginning
of December 2017,” he explained.
“It took us about 28 days until we
reached Libya.”
There were an estimated 662,000
migrants in Libya in 2018, according

‘‘

The EU has
turned the
Mediterranean into
a mass grave

to the International Migration
Organisation (IOM). It represented
a massive jump from 40,000 during
the previous year.
Ahmed said, “I stayed there for
maybe ten days. After I got there I
was talking to my mum and she told
me, ‘You’ve got to cross’.
“So I crossed the Mediterranean in
a plastic boat.
“It was really difficult—but I
really wanted to feel safe.”
The European Union’s (EU)
Fortress Europe policy has turned
the Mediterranean into a mass grave,
with some 2,262 people reported
dead or missing in 2018.
A deal between the EU and Turkey
in 2016 effectively blocked the safer
route into Greece. This has forced
refugees to take longer, deadlier sea
routes from North Africa to Italy.
Filimon travelled from Eritrea
through Sudan into Libya, then
came to Calais through Italy. “I
went by boat between Libya and
Italy,” he said. “It was a very difficult

journey. Sometimes it takes 24 hours,
there’s big waves and a lot of people
on the boat.”

T

H E E U i s t r y i n g to
sto p re f u ge es eve n
entering Europe
by beefing up its
external borders and
paying money to North
African governments. It has pumped
money into the Sudanese regime,
including a £15 million payment to
help to “manage migration”.
The racist Italian government’s
interior minister Matteo Salvini has
also led the charge to make it harder
for refugees to come to Italy.
He blocked a rescue ship—
the Aquarius—organised by charity Doctors Without Borders from
docking in Italy last year. This has
seen more refugees making their way
into Europe through Spain.
Now the Tories are using the same
deadly tactics against refugees
trying to come to Britain. Home

The refugees in Calais have
to live in squalid conditions,
relying on help from charities.
And the French riot police
have free rein to harass
them because none of the
makeshift settlements are
official refugee camps.
“It’s very difficult to stay in
Calais because there are always
raids,” said Filimon. “The
police come at night, they break
tents and then you have to
secretary Sajid Javid last week
stay outside without shelter.
floated the idea of making
“I can’t sleep anywhere
it harder to apply for asylum
apart from under the bridge.
seeker status in Britain in
“I want to apply for
order to deter people from
asylum in England
coming.
and continue with my
The Home Office could
education.”
spend £20,000 a day for
The solution to the
using Royal Navy warCalais crisis is to
ships. Javid claims he
open the border
wants to deter people
and let the
f rom attem pti ng
refugees into
the dangerous
Britain. Capital
crossing.
is allowed to
It’s a disgustmove around
ing attempt to
the globe
dress up a brutal
in search
policy as a way
of profit.
of protecting
People
migrants.
should
But
every
be able
closed door only
to move—
forces refugees to
whether it’s in
attempt more diffisearch of safety
cult—and more danor a better
gerous—routes into
Resisting the lies
life.
Britain.
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WHAT WE
STAND FOR
These are the core politics of
the Socialist Workers Party.
INDEPENDENT WORKING
CLASS ACTION
Under capitalism workers’ labour
creates all profit. A socialist
society can only be constructed
when the working class seizes
control of the means of production
and d emocratically plans how they
are used.
REVOLUTION NOT REFORM
The present system cannot be
patched up or reformed as the
established Labour and trade
union leaders say.
It has to be overthrown.
Capitalism systematically
degrades the natural world.
Ending environmental crisis
means creating a new society.
THERE IS NO
PARLIAMENTARY ROAD
The structures of the present
parliament, army, police and
judiciary cannot be taken over
and used by the working class.
They grew up under capitalism
and are designed to protect the
ruling class against the workers.
The working class needs an
entirely different kind of state—a
workers’ state based upon
councils of workers’ delegates and
a workers’ militia.
At most parliamentary
activity can be used to make
propaganda against the present
system.
Only the mass action of the
workers themselves can destroy
the system.
INTERNATIONALISM
The struggle for socialism is
part of a worldwide s truggle.
We campaign for solidarity with
workers in other countries.
We oppose everything which
turns workers from one country
against those from other countries.
We oppose racism and
imperialism.We oppose all
immigration controls.
We support the right of black
people and other oppressed
groups to organise their own
defence.We support all genuine
national liberation movements.
The experience of Russia
demonstrates that a socialist
revolution cannot survive in
isolation in one country.
In Russia the result was
state capitalism, not socialism.
In Eastern Europe and China
a similar system was later
established by Stalinist parties.
We support the struggle of
workers in these countries against
both private and state capitalism.
We are for real social,
economic and political equality
of women.We are for an end
to all forms of discrimination
against lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people.
We defend the right of
believers to practise their religion
without state interference.
THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To achieve socialism the most
militant sections of the working
class have to be organised into a
revolutionary socialist party.
Such a party can only be
built by activity in the mass
organisations of the working class.
We have to prove in p ractice
to other workers that reformist
leaders and reformist ideas are
opposed to their own i nterests.
We have to build a rank and file
movement within the unions.
To join us, turn to page 16 or go to
www.swp.org.uk
or phone 020 7840 5602 for
more information

WHAT’S ON

Email your meetings to events@socialistworker.co.uk or phone 020 7840 5600

SOCIALIST WORKER BRANCH MEETINGS

WORKER
{ SOCIALIST
PUBLIC MEETINGS }
MILTON KEYNES

A Marxist history of
the Labour Party
Mon 28 Jan, 7.30pm,
Trinity Centre,
Fishermead Boulevard,
MK6 2LA
OXFORD

Rosa Luxemburg and the
German Revolution
Wed 16 Jan, 7.30pm,
Oxford Town Hall,
St Aldate’s,
OX1 1BX

WORKER
{ SOCIALIST
BRANCH MEETINGS }
Weekly meetings to discuss
political issues and our local
interventions. All welcome.
ABERDEEN

Socialists, anti-racism
and resistance in 2019
Mon 14 Jan, 6pm,
Belmont Cinema Cafe,
49 Belmont St,
AB10 1JS
BARNSLEY

Antisemitism—the far
right, Zionism and the left
Thu 17 Jan, 7pm,
YMCA,Blucher St,
S70 1AP
BIRMINGHAM

Who really rules Britain?
Wed 16 Jan, 7pm,
Birmingham LGBT Centre,
38/40 Holloway Circus,
B1 1EQ
BRISTOL

How does history change?
Wed 16 Jan, 7.30pm,
YHA,14 Narrow Quay,
BS1 4QA
DUDLEY

How can Palestine be free?
Wed 16 Jan, 8pm,
The What Centre,
23 Coventry St,
Stourbridge,
DY8 1EP
EXETER

Socialists, anti-racism
and resistance in 2019
Wed 16 Jan, 7pm,
The Exeter peace shop,
31 New Bridge St,
EX4 3AH

Thousands of ordinary people have taken part in demonstrations and roadblocks

The Yellow Vest movement in France
and the fight against Macron
BURNLEY AND PENDLE
Wed 16 Jan, 7.30pm,
Red Triangle Cafe,
160 St James’s St,
BB11 1NR

DUNDEE
Wed 16 Jan, 7.30pm,
Dundee Voluntary Action,
10 Constitution Rd,
DD1 1LL

HUDDERSFIELD
Wed 16 Jan, 6.30pm,
Brian Jackson House,
2 New North Parade (near
both train and bus stations),
HD1 5JP

LONDON:WALTHAM
FOREST
Wed 16 Jan, 7.30pm,
William Morris Community
Centre, 6-8 Greenleaf Rd,
Walthamstow, E17 6QQ

PLYMOUTH
Fri 18 Jan, 7pm,
Quaker House,
74 Mutley Plain,
PL4 6LF

GLASGOW

Socialists, anti-racism
and resistance in 2019
Wed 16 Jan, 7pm,
Avant Garde,
33-44 King St,
Merchant City,
G1 5QT
HULL

After the Irish abortion
referendum, what
next for women’s
reproductive rights?
Thu 17 Jan, 7pm,
Cafe licious,
104 Cottingham Rd,
HU6 7RZ
LANCASTER AND MORECAMBE

Lukacs and class struggle
Thu 17 Jan, 7pm,
Friends Meeting House,
Meeting House Ln,
LA1 1TX

LIVERPOOL

LONDON: NEWHAM

LONDON:TOWER HAMLETS

Socialists, anti-racism
and resistance in 2019
Wed 16 Jan, 7pm,
Friends Meeting House,
22 School Ln,
L1 3BT

The Tory hostile
environment—why we
say refugees welcome
Wed 16 Jan, 7pm,
Stratford Advice Arcade,
107-109 The Grove, E15 1HP

Brazil, Bolsonaro and
the rise of the right
Wed 16 Jan, 7pm,
Epainos Church,
Lichfield Rd,
E3 5AT

LONDON: HACKNEY

LONDON: SOUTH

MANCHESTER: CENTRAL

What now after the
Brexit vote?
Thu 17 Jan, 7.30pm,
The Round Chapel,
2 Powerscroft Rd,
E5 0PU
LONDON: ISLINGTON

Brazil, Bolsonaro and
the rise of the right
Wed 16 Jan, 7pm,
The Old Fire Station,
84 Mayton St,
N7 6QT

100 years since Rosa
Luxemburg’s murder—
the German Revolution
Wed 16 Jan, 7pm,
Vida Walsh Centre,
2b Saltoun Rd,Brixton,
SW2 1EP
LONDON: SOUTH EAST

Brazil, Bolsonaro and
the rise of the right
Wed 16 Jan, 7pm,
Deptford Lounge,
9 Giffin St,SE8 4RH

1919—Britain on the
brink of revolution
Wed 16 Jan, 7pm,
Friends Meeting House,
6 Mount St,
M2 5NS
NEWCASTLE

A rebel’s guide to
Rosa Luxemburg
Thu 17 Jan, 7pm,
Commercial Union House,
39 Pilgrim St,
NE1 6QE

PORTSMOUTH

Socialists, anti-racism
and resistance in 2019
Wed 16 Jan, 7.30pm,
Somerstown Community
Centre, River’s St,PO5 4EZ
SCARBOROUGH

Why does capitalism
go into crisis?
Wed 16 Jan, 7.30pm,
Tap and Spile,
94 Falsgrave Rd,
YO12 5AZ
SHEFFIELD: CITY CENTRE

After the Brexit vote—how
do we get rid of the Tories?
Thu 17 Jan, 7pm,
Central United Reformed
Church, 60 Norfolk St
(near Crucible Theatre),
S1 2JB

Get Socialist Worker every week

If you liked this issue of Socialist Worker, why not subscribe for just £5 a month?

SWANSEA

Brazil, Bolsonaro and
the rise of the right
Thu 17 Jan, 7.30pm,
Brynmill Community Centre,
St Albans Rd,SA2 0BP
YORK

1919—Britain’s red year
Wed 16 Jan, 7.30pm,
Sea Horse Hotel,
4 Fawcett St,YO10 4AH

{

STAND UP TO
RACISM

NATIONAL

Student conference—
confronting racism
on campus
Sat 16 Feb, 10.30am,
National Education Union,
Mabledon Place,
Hamilton House,
Central London,WC1H 9BD
NATIONAL

Trade union conference
Sat 23 Feb, 10.30am,
National Education Union,
Mabledon Place,
Hamilton House,
Central London,WC1H 9BD

CONTACT
THE SWP

For more details go to page 16, phone 020 7840 5601 or emailcirc@socialistworker.co.uk

Phone 020 7840 5600
Email
enquires@swp.org.uk
Post PO Box 74955,
London E16 9EJ

}
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Revolutionary France brought
to life in BBC’s Les Miserables
A new adaptation of the lengthy literary classic revives forgotten characters
and eschews music in favour of narrative thrust, writes Dave Sewell
CAN YOU hear the people sing?
Not in this adaptation, which
s creenwriter Andrew Davies
s n o b b i s h l y p ro m i s e d wo u l d

“rescue” Victor Hugo’s classic
novel from the “shoddy farrago” of
a musical beloved by millions.
Still, it’s undoubtedly good. The
prison ship where Jean Valjean
(Dominic West) is tormented by
vicious cop Javert (David Oyelowo)
is palpably grim. Though the kindly,
humble Bishop Myriel (Derek Jacobi)
remains as preposterous as he did
when Hugo’s son chided him for writing the character.
The plight of Fantine (Lily Collins),
a young worker whose life falls apart
after she is seduced and abandoned
by a rich man, is only just beginning
in episode one. But Davies promises it will have new “contemporary
resonance”.
“It was hard to come along to this
place today without seeing people
sitting in the rain
begging,” he told
a London preview
audience. “We live
in a society that’s
really as divided
into rich and
poor as the society that Hugo was
talking about. It
often seems that a
lot of people like
Fantine don’t
really have solid
ground to stand
on.
“If something goes
wrong they
are on the
Dominic West as
street.”
Jean Valjean
H u g o ’ s

THREE IDENTICAL
STRANGERS
Directed by Tim Wardle
On limited release

IN THE early 1980s Bobby,
Eddy and David, identical
triplets, had fifteen
minutes of fame. They
were on every US chat
show couch and even had
a cameo with Madonna
in Desperately Seeking
Susan.
For 19 years the boys—
who had been adopted to
different families at six

DANCE
UNTIL THE LIONS
By the Akram Khan Company
11 to 17 January
For more information and
tickets, go to roundhouse.org.uk

FAMED DANCER Akram
Khan is rumoured to be
drawing his career to a
close with this work.
Until the Lions returns
to London’s Roundhouse
for one week following a
critically acclaimed tour.
Based on the Sanskrit
epic the Mahabharata, this
piece takes inspiration
from Karthika Nair’s Until

Akram Khan in action

THE HEAVYWEIGHT cast of Les Miserables deliver strong performances

novel is one of the longest ever written, so the series has no need for
the padding that has blighted other
recent novel adaptations.
Instead it restores forgotten
characters and themes that put the
whole work into a new context.
For example, it opens on the devastation left by the 1815 battle of
Waterloo, where a crushing defeat to
Britain and its allies reimposed the
rule of kings on France after 25 years.
Out of this sea of corpses, survivor
Pontmercy (Henry Lloyd-Hughes)
returns home to find his young son in
the custody of his aristocratic, monarchist father-in-law (David Bradley).

This family conflict mirrors Hugo’s
own background. And Waterloo
was so important to him that after
working on Les Miserables for more
than a decade, he went there to finish
writing it in 1861.

Suffering

The recent revolutionary past haunted
French literature of Hugo’s era. It also
gave those suffering from social injustice a political focus that France’s
rulers could never erase.
The uprising shown in Les
Miserables in 1832 was one of four to
shake Paris in just four decades. Hugo
wrote the novel while in exile for

defending the gains of the 1848 revolt.
For him Waterloo had “[caused] the
revolutionary work to be continued in
another direction”.
In his writings he continued a fight
he thought he could no longer win at
the barricades.
But the story behind Les Miserables
is that defeat is rarely permanent.
Struggles thwarted in one generation
can rise again with the next.
Watching this series as France
erupts in anger once more can be a
timely reminder of that. And you can
always download the songs once it
ends.
BBC1, 9pm on Sundays

Siblings reunite, but this isn’t a happy-ever-after story
FILM
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months old—did not know
of each other’s existence.
That is, until one of
them is mistaken for
another during his first
day at college.
The first half of this
riveting documentary tells
the story of the brothers’
reunion.
They bond and revel in
it, and make money.
They open a steakhouse
in New York’s SoHo
district and move into a
swanky bachelor pad.
The revelry does not
last long, though, and
questions are asked by the

brothers and their parents.
Why were they not told
about their siblings by the
adoption agency?
Why were they
regularly visited by
camera crews and
researchers during their
childhoods?
And why were they
placed in families with
many similarities, but
divided neatly into
different social classes?
The film becomes an
examination of the nature
vs nurture debate.
It is possibly the best
examination of the debate

in popular culture since
the 1983 comedy Trading
Places.
For the left this is still
an important question.

Control

There is a resurgence
of the argument that
our behaviour and class
are governed by forces
outside our control—by
genetics and not by our
social environments.
This film also poses
important questions
about research ethics and
funding.
New Yorker journalist

Lawrence Wright did
the groundwork for
the documentary. He
questions why research on
the triplets and others by
renowned psychoanalyst
Peter Neubauer was never
published and why the
archive is closed until the
2060s.
“There are a lot of
powerful people who
would like to have this
story silenced,” he argues.
Three Identical
Strangers is able to only
break some of the silence,
but does so very well.
Simon Shaw

the Lions book of poetry.
In it, she fleshes out
some of the female
characters from the epic.
Khan plays the warrior
Bheeshma, who prevents
a princess—Amba (ChingYing Chien)—from being
able to marry.
She then kills herself
and is reborn as Shikhandi
(Christine Joy Ritter), who
then changes gender to
face and kill Bheeshma in
battle.
Until the Lions uses
symbolism and metaphor
to make points about
gender and identity.

TOP 5 BOOKS

Bestsellers at Bookmarks,
the socialist Bookshop

1

F ighting fascism and
the far right today
Lewis Nielsen

2

Sexism and the System

3

Antisemitism—the Far
Right, Zionism And The
Left

Judith Orr

Rob Ferguson

4

The Left Case Against
the EU
Costas Lapavitsas

5

The Man Who Shook
His Fist at the Tsar
Jack Robertson

Phone 020 7637 1848
bookmarksbookshop.co.uk
Why not visit the shop
at 1 Bloomsbury Street,
London WC1B 3QE
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NE hundred
years ago
this week
right wing
paramilitaries killed
the revolutionary Rosa
Luxemburg—on the orders
of a reformist, social democratic party.
Her murder, along with
that of her comrade Karl
Liebknecht, was part of a
drive to stop a workers’ revolution in Germany.
Luxemburg was an uncompromising r evolutionary
whose w ritings developed
Marxist ideas.
She saw that the
self-activity of the working
class was the key to
transforming society. She
fought against those who
argued that socialism could
come about through reforms.
And as left reformist parties across Europe backed up
their rulers in the First World
War, she continued to fight
for international socialism.
Luxemburg was born in
1871 to Jewish parents in
Poland. She became politically
active while still at school and
joined her first political party,
the Proletariat, aged 16.
Luxemburg later split from
Proletariat, opposing its support for Polish independence
from Russia, and formed a
new group.

Avoid

She moved to Zurich,
Switzerland, in 1889 to avoid
prison and then to Berlin,
Germany, in 1898.
She was jailed for “ insulting
the Kaiser” in 1904 and for
“inciting violence” in 1906.
She later spent three and a half
years in prison for opposing the
First World War.
Even as a young woman in a
new country, Luxemburg didn’t
back away from challenging
more established socialists.
She was one of the first to
grasp the threat of reformist
ideas after joining the Socialist
Democratic Party (SPD).
It was formally revolutionary
but in practice it was reformist.
An open row burst out when
SPD member Eduard Bernstein
argued that capitalism had
moved away from crises and
would progress towards a fairer
society. Luxemburg opposed
this argument.
She said the growth of
capitalism wouldn’t end competition between bosses. Instead
these battles would be waged
on a more destructive scale.
Luxemburg argued that
those who choose reform over
revolution weren’t looking for
a “calmer, more tranquil path
to the same goal, but a different
goal altogether”.
For her, socialism was a
“necessity”. This didn’t mean
Luxemburg dismissed fights for
reforms.
She saw these as key to
preparing workers for revolution
as they developed their ideas,
experience and confidence.
Luxemburg was shaped by

to compromise on her
c ommitment to revolution,

she also refused to cave into
nationalist warmongering.
All left parties, except the
Bolshevik party in Russia and
the Bulgarian and Serbian
social democrats, backed the
First World War in 1914.
Luxemburg said the war
exposed capitalism as “wading
in blood and dripping with
filth”. She denounced social
democracy as “one of the best
supporters of imperialism”.
Attitudes to the war reflected
theoretical differences about
the nature of capitalism, and
were linked to the argument
about reform or revolution.
SPD reformists such as Karl
Kautsky argued that capitalism
would become more peaceful.
He said some capitalists would
oppose war due to the waste of
spending on arms.
Luxemburg argued that
imperialism, competition
between states for power and
new markets, was key to capitalism. That meant there could
be no capitalism without war.

M

LUXEMBURG
FIGHTER FOR
REVOLUTION
Rosa Luxemburg was murdered 100 years ago. The idea
that working class people have to rely on their own power
ran through everything she did, writes Sadie Robinson

Social Democratic
leader Friedrich Ebert

the 1905 revolution in Russia,
where striking workers set up
their own councils.
These workers’ councils were
alternative organs of political
power, far more democratic
than a parliament.
Previous revolutions weren’t
based on economic struggles,
but capitalism had brought
state and economic power
closer together.
Some still saw economic and
political battles as separate. In
The Mass Strike Luxemburg

‘‘

Luxemburg did
not back away
from challenging
established
socialists

argued that they are part of the
same class struggle.
“Every fresh victory of political struggle is transformed into
a powerful impetus for the
economic struggle,” she wrote.
She described mass strikes as
“the living heartbeat of revolution, and its most powerful driving force”.
And the political impact on
workers who take part was “the
most precious thing, because
it is the most enduring”.
Just as Luxemburg refused

A N Y
o f
Luxemburg’s
i d e a s h ave
been distor ted over
the years.
For instance, some argue
that she saw socialism as inevitable and shunned organisation in favour of workers’
“spontaneity”.
But her celebration of workers’
self-activity didn’t mean she
thought revolutionaries should
passively wait for them to take
action. Luxemburg repeatedly
urged revolutionaries to intervene in struggles.
She argued that capitalism
“gives us the preconditions” of
socialism. But she said it will
not come about “without our
conscious interference, without
the political struggle of the
working class”.
Others focus on Luxemburg’s
criticisms of the Bolsheviks. She
celebrated the October 1917
revolution in Russia as “the salvation of the honour of international socialism”.
But she criticised the
Bolsheviks for disbanding the
Constituent Assembly, which
was supported by liberals and
bourgeois forces, to instead
back workers’ councils.
However, her experience
of the German Revolution led
her to see that calls to protect
bourgeois institutions were an
attempt to stop workers’ rule.
Reformists in Germany
argued for a National Assembly
to oversee the running of society. Luxemburg said the assembly was a “counter-revolutionary
fortress erected against the
revolutionary proletariat”.
She wasn’t without flaws.
Her hostility to n
 ationalism
meant she didn’t support
fights for national liberation
by oppressed groups that could
weaken the imperialist powers.
Luxemburg rightly saw that
workers built up experience and
revolutionary consciousness

through their own actions.
But she also saw revolutionary
organisation as a “process” that
could be built during revolutionary periods.
In contrast, the Bolsheviks
argued that organisation had to
be established and rooted in the
working class in order for revolution to be successful. They
were proved right.
Revolution broke out in
Germany in October 1918, but
Luxemburg and others didn’t
set up the Communist Party
(CP) until January 1919.
The newly-formed CP was
very small with barely any
members in major workplaces.
Its programme argued that
the CP could not take power
without the support of the
majority of the working class.
But the party was
inexperienced.
The same month, right wing
Social Democrats went on the
offensive. A group of influential
workers in Berlin called for the
overthrow of the government.
Luxemburg had previously
opposed this, arguing that
the vast majority of workers
across Germany would not support it. But other CP members
backed the call and eventually
Luxemburg did too.
In Russia, the Bolsheviks
had been strong enough to
successfully argue against a
premature rising in July 1917.

R

USSIAN revolutionary Trotsky
later wrote that, in
Germany, “absent
was a centralised
revolutionary party
with a combat leadership
whose authority is universally accepted by the working
masses”.
Luxemburg paid for this
with her life. Workers’ councils set up in November 1918
in Germany hadn’t seized state
power. They’d handed it back to
the SPD government.
The SPD, while being
reformist in practice, could
sound very left wing and used
radical rhetoric. There needed
to be an organised pole of attraction of revolutionaries to win
more workers away from it and
to revolutionary politics.
The SPD worked with the old
generals to organise a new paramilitary force, the Freikorps,
to smash the revolution. SPD
leader Friedrich Ebert ordered
the Freikorps to destroy the CP.
Luxemburg was captured on
15 January. She was tortured,
shot in the head, and her body

READ MORE

lThe Mass Strike—the
Political Party and the
Trade Unions
by Rosa Luxemburg
£8.99
lReform or Revolution
by Rosa Luxemburg
£8.99
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ANALYSIS

Israeli elections promise a
right wing, racist campaign
Binyamin Netanyahu’s
rule has been defined
by racism—but he is
not right wing enough
for some in Israel,
writes Nick Clark

THE German
Revolution saw an
armed uprising
of workers and
soldiers (top).
The Social
Democratic Party
and right wing
paramilitaries
(above) murdered
Luxemburg and
drowned the
revolution in blood

Available at Bookmarks,
the socialist bookshop.
Phone 020 7637 1848
or go to
bookmarksbookshop.
co.uk

thrown into a Berlin canal.
Many Freikorps soldiers later
joined the Nazis.
The horrors of fascism and
war bore out Luxemburg’s
argument that capitalism faces
a dilemma—“socialism or barbarism”. And she was right to
argue that only revolution could
bring about a socialist world.
Luxemburg warned, “It is an
insane illusion to imagine that
the capitalists will submit good
naturedly to a decision by a
socialist parliament to give up
their property, profit, privileges,
and their right to exploit.
“The imperialist bourgeoisie
would rather turn the country
into a smoking heap of rubble
than voluntarily give up the
system of wage slavery.
“All this resistance must be
broken. The violence of the
bourgeois counter-revolution
must be met by the revolutionary violence of the proletariat.”

OVER THE past decade Israeli
prime minister Binyamin
Netanyahu has overseen two
major wars on Gaza and
the massacre of hundreds
of Palestinian protesters.
That’s not to mention
the expansion of Israeli
settlements and the
introduction of a racist law
denying Palestinians’ right
to self-determination.
Yet he’s about to spend the
next few months defending
himself from accusations
that he has been “soft” on
Palestinians. That’s because
Israel is gearing up for an
early election in April that
will be shaped by forces
even further to his right.
Netanyahu’s warmongering
Likud party will face off
against a new lash-up of the
figures that have propped
him up since 2015.
He was forced into calling
the election in the weeks
following the resignation
of Avigdor Lieberman as
defence secretary last year.
Lieberman quit in anger at
a ceasefire in the Gaza Strip
in November. After several
days of bombing Palestinians,
Netanyahu halted the assault.
Lieberman’s resignation
drew on the outrage of the
vocal section of Israeli society
that wanted war until the
complete destruction of Gaza.

Challenge

Now two more ministers—
Naftali Bennett and Ayelet
Shaked—have formed
a new right wing party
to challenge Likud.
They were brought
into Netanyahu’s
coalition as leaders of the
Jewish Home party.
Its base is the extreme
end of the religious settler
movement which camps
on Palestinian land then
uses violence to drive
Palestinians out.
Their new party,
the New Right, aims to
broaden out and mop up

AVIGDOR LIEBERMAN (left) and Binyamin Netanyahu

support from secular right
wing Israelis who believe
Netanyahu has gone “soft”.
It’s an indictment of Israeli
society that this toxic mix
has become a serious force
in mainstream politics.
Built and sustained
on racism against Arabs,
the ethnic cleansing of
Palestinians, and the
defence of Western
imperialism, Israel’s politics
has always been rotten.
Few parties—including
much of what passes for
the Israeli left—challenge
Israel’s claim to Palestinian
land, or criticise its
military and its wars.
And Israeli politics is
shifting rightwards still.
Israel’s dependence on US
military aid shaped it into a
highly militarised society.
This fuelled the growth of a
high-tech warfare industry—
locked into the needs of
US imperialism—that has
become a driving force in
Israel’s economy and politics.
At the same time, the reality
of the occupation of the West
Bank and East Jerusalem has
squeezed out those who still
call for a two-state solution.

‘‘

Repression
against
Palestinians is
hardwired into
Israeli politics

Through settlement
building, Israel has a
deliberate policy of annexing
ever more Palestinian
land—making the idea
of a Palestinian state
alongside Israel more
obviously impossible.
But annexing Palestinian
land also means more
Palestinians living inside
Israel’s border. This
risks an existential crisis
for a state premised on
maintaining a clear ethnic
majority over Arabs.

Promoting

Israel’s Labor Party has
responded to this with racism
against Palestinians while
promoting the two-state
solution as the best way to
keep Jews and Arabs separate.
It’s currently struggling at
some 7 percent in the polls.
Politicians such as Bennett
and Shaked, who openly call
for taking over all of Palestine
and expelling Palestinians,
have been more successful.
Their main election policy
is complete opposition to
any Palestinian state. Even
Donald Trump’s “deal of
the century”—which will
reportedly leave Israel in
control of a fragmented
Palestinian non-state—is
denounced as a betrayal.
So far Likud politicians have
responded by trying to show
they’re the only ones who
can really take a “tough” line
against Palestinian statehood.
One certainty about
the election is that it will
lead to more repression
against Palestinians. That
repression is hardwired into
the Israeli political system.
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NEWS

Vicious Universal Credit plans in chaos
FIGURE IT OUT

THE TORIES have been
forced into a drastic retreat
over their hated Universal
Credit (UC) benefit.
MPs had been due to vote
on moving a further three million benefit claimants onto
UC. But work and pensions
secretary Amber Rudd has
withdrawn the plan, and
instead plans a pilot scheme
involving 10,000 people.
It’s another humiliating
climbdown for the government and the latest in a series
of delays for Tory b enefit
reforms.

85%

 f people who have had
o
their benefits capped are
single mothers

£20,000

I s the benefit cap for
households outside London

8

households were worse off
after the lowering of the
cap threshold for every
one that saw a member
find work

Complete

Claimants will be relieved
at the retreat—but it’s not
enough. Rudd still hopes to
force millions of claimants
onto UC once her pilot is
complete.
There is growing
anger at the impact
of UC on claimants
as more people are
pushed into poverty, debt, homelessness and
ill health.
T h e
Tories
fear a
backlash

134,000

households have had their
benefits capped

ANOTHER HEADACHE for liar Amber Rudd?

within the party
against the
rollout of UC.
Some Tories said
Rudd retreated
b e c a u s e
she would
have lost

the vote had it gone ahead.
The government is desperate to avoid any more damaging Tory divisions as
rows over Brexit rumble on.
Campaigners should seize on
their weakness to bury UC.
And despite the chaos, the

own data. Some 85 percent
of the 134,000 households
which have had their
b enefits capped are single
mothers—114,000.
The figures represent
a huge increase over the
last 12 months. A year ago

Lowered

The cap was introduced by
former Tory chancellor in
2013. At the time benefits
were limited to £26,000 per
household.
In November 2016 the
cap was lowered to £23,000.
This quadrupled the number
of households forced onto it.
The Tories introduced it
as a way of forcing people
back to work, but research
has shown that for every one
child whose parent went back
to work, another eight would
be left worse off by the policy.
The Tories’ benefit policy
is designed to cut costs, not
to help ordinary people.

What’s your story?
Email with your ideas
reports@socialistworker.co.uk
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The tiny group controlling
England’s water industry
Privatisation has handed just 20 investors over two thirds of England’s water
and sewerage supply—and it’s time we took it back, says Charlie Kimber
A HARD-HITTING new study of
water industry fat cats shows
why the industry must be renationalised. It also raises serious
questions for a future Labour
government.
Water supplies in England are controlled by nine major private firms
which are regional monopolies—
Anglian Water, Northumbrian Water,
Severn Trent, South West Water,
Southern Water, Thames Water,
United Utilities, Wessex Water and
Yorkshire Water.
Shareholders in these firms profited by £6.5 billion between 2013 and
2017. Nearly a third of the money
people spend on water bills goes
directly to investors and banks.
Water firms can rely on people
paying water bills regularly, and they
use complicated debt structures to
make huge amounts of money.
Meanwhile, the poorest households
struggle to pay their bills.
Since privatisation in 1989,
household water bills have increased by
40 percent above inflation.
That’s why it’s right to call for
water to be taken back into public
ownership and to eliminate fat cats
from the industry. Most trade unions
and the Labour Party back the “take
back the tap” campaign.

Shareholders

How would it happen? It would mean
taking on not just the bosses of the
nine firms, but also the shareholders
who own these companies.
These are the people who have
extensive control over the direction
of those firms, and a right to receive
cash returns from profits made.
An important study from Corporate
Watch researchers looked in detail
at who owns the water companies.

PROTESTING AGAINST water privatisation in Glasgow in 1993—the campaign won 

“English water is owned by a variety
of big players in the global economy,”
it found.
“Just 20 investors own two thirds
of England’s water and sewerage
supply.
“Not exactly the ‘shareholder
democracy’ promised when water
was privatised.”
And these owners are much more
deeply embedded than the rail
shareholders because of the way
Margaret Thatcher and Labour’s Tony
Blair rigged the system.
Corporate Watch said, “The

companies themselves own all the
pipes, reservoirs, treatment plants
and so on that together make up the
water and sewerage system.
“Many other places just contracted
out management of the system but
this would have been far too halfhearted for the Thatcher government.
“To make the water companies
even more attractive to global capital,
the New Labour government decided
in 2002 to amend the licences under
which they ran the supply.
“As a result, the companies cannot
lose those licences to a rival unless

Picture: Steve McTaggart

the government has given them ‘at
least 25 years’ notice’.”
This means anti-privatisation campaigners—or a Labour government—
can’t just wait for the companies’
licences to end to replace them.
The current contracts have to
be broken. Either this would mean
buying out the shareholders—which
the companies estimate would cost
£44 billion—or taking them back
without compensation for the rich.
Why should those who have
received so much be given another
penny?

Force fat cats out---and don’t let them leech more
OVER 80 percent of
people support public
ownership of water.
Labour’s policy if
elected is to set up
regional, publicly-owned
bodies that would take
over ownership of the
existing water and
sewerage firms.
The boards of these will
be made up of councillors
from local councils in the
region.
They will also include
three trade union
representatives, and
three representatives of

community, consumer and
environmental bodies.
Workers’ rights will be
guaranteed. What about
the fat cats?
Labour said, “Existing
shareholders will be
compensated with bonds.
This is cost neutral to the
public purse, because the
public sector exchanges a
liability (the bond) for a
profitable asset (the water
companies).”
It’s unclear whether
these bonds would
generate income—
therefore still leeching off

Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn

the public—or could be
sold, again draining off
cash.
Either would be
unacceptable.
But in any case these

firms and banks wouldn’t
go easily.
As Corporate Watch
said, “Many of the
investment funds invest
huge amounts in company
and government bonds.
“A post-privatisation
supply would likely
look to fund itself by
borrowing from the
capital markets.
“But that would mean
trying to raise capital from
many of the same funds
that are currently water
company shareholders.
“Would Blackrock and

the others play ball? Or
would they refuse to lend,
or demand higher interest
rates—and tell colleagues
in other funds to do the
same?
“That would have knock
on effects for the cost of
the new supply.”
To carry out what
seems quite a modest
change, Labour will need
to confront and defeat the
bosses, not compromise
with them.
Crucially it will require
pressure from outside
parliament.
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The investors
raking it in
AT the top of
the list of water
profiteers is the
CK Hutchinson group.
This conglomerate
is run by the family of
Li Ka Shing, who at
the last count was the
23rd richest person in
the world.
CK Hutchinson is
run from Hong Kong
but registered in
the Cayman Islands,
one of the many tax
havens used by the
group.
It owns 7 percent
of the English water
industry.
CK Hutchinson has
outright ownership of
Northumbrian Water
plus a small stake in
Southern Water.
It also has interests
in energy, ports, retail
and the 3 mobile
telephone network.
The Commonwealth
Bank of Australia
owns 4 percent of
the water industry,
as does both the
government of
Singapore and
Malaysia’s YTL
Corporation.
There are
more surprising
shareholders.
The biggest
wholly British-owned
shareholder is the
USS—the pension
scheme for university
staff.
It owns 2 percent of
the industry.
Its members
should demand that
the scheme should
disinvest from
water—and any other
privatised industries.

Where all the
cash has gone
Shareholders have
profited enormously
from England’s
privatised water
companies between
2013 and 2017.
They made a total of
£6.5 billion:
lUnited Utilities
£1.2 billion
lNorthumbrian
£999 million
lYorkshire
£412 million
lSevern Trent
£1.1 billion
lAnglian £428 million
lWessex £533 million
lThames £392 million
lSouthern
£622 million
lSouth West
£789 million
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REPORTS
CLIMATE CHANGE

UNISON

Ministries face
coordinated strikes

Defend Karen Reissmann

WORKERS AT the Ministry
of Justice (MoJ) and the
Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) are set to
strike from 21 to 23 January.
They are demanding
the London Living Wage of
£10.55 an hour as well as the
same sick pay and annual
leave allowance as other
people employed by the
departments.
Cleaners, security guards
and receptionists at the MoJ
are represented by the United
Voices of the World union.
Support workers at BEIS
are represented by the PCS
union.
The workers at the MoJ,
employed by outsourcer OCS,
returned a 100 percent yes
vote to strike with a
100 percent turnout.
The support staff at BEIS
voted overwhelmingly for
strikes against outsourcers
Engie and Aramark.

SUPPORTERS OF victimised
health worker Karen
Reissmann plan to hold a
public meeting in Manchester
on Saturday 19 January.
Karen was suspended
from the Unison union’s
national executive and
health service group
executive committees. She
was a leading critic of the
NHS pay deal that was
missold by the leaderships
of 13 health unions.
The Unison leadership’s
suspension of Karen is part
of a broader attempt to
quash left wing and rank and
file initiatives in the union.
A statement initiated by
Unison members said, “We
are opposed to disciplinary
action being threatened or

Birmingham bins
action has impact
AN OVERTIME ban by
Birmingham bin workers is
causing serious disruption.
The BirminghamLive
website said, “Streets are
piled high with black bags and
overflowing wheelie bins.”
Members of the Unite union
make up more than 300 of the
city’s bins workforce. They are
angry about management’s
treatment of workers following
Birmingham’s high-profile bin
strike in summer 2017.
Unite says “secret
payments” have been made
to GMB members, who didn’t
take part in the action.

Suffolk printers set
for another strike
WORKERS AT printing
firm CPI William Clowes
in Beccles, Suffolk, are
preparing to strike over pay.
The 75 Unite union
members plan a 24-hour strike
on 17 January against the
company’s two-year pay freeze
which began in April 2018.
This strike would follow
two 24-hour strikes in
November and December,
with more action planned if
bosses don’t cough up.
Workers at the Copland
Way site say they have
received just two pay rises in
the last 14 years.
This included an increase
of just 1 percent in 2017.

Fight for every vote in
teachers’ pay ballot Regulate all the landlords

Mechanics Institute, 103
Princess St, Manchester M1
6DD. Sign the statement at bit.
ly/ReinstateKarenReissmann
and go to Facebook page
Reinstate Karen Reissmann

HOUSING

by SADIE ROBINSON
TEACHERS IN the NEU
union are taking part in an
indicative ballot for strikes
over pay and school funding.
The union is demanding
that the Tories fully fund and
implement a 3.5 percent pay
rise for all teachers, and wants
more money for schools.
The ballot ends next Friday,
18 January. Stefan Simms is
divisional secretary for the
NUT, part of the NEU, in
Ealing, west London. He told
Socialist Worker, “I’ve spoken
at between 55 and 60 school
meetings during the ballot.
“Members are very angry.
“We need to use the last
days of the ballot to make sure
members have voted. Texts
and emails don’t work—we
have to speak to people.”
Paul McGarr is a union
rep in Tower Hamlets, east
London. “It doesn’t matter
how many times you have
gone round and spoken to
people—go round again,” he

guy smallman

PRIVATE HIRE taxi drivers
are gearing up for a protest
on 14 January at 10am at
TfL headquarters against
“Transport for London
discrimination”.
Their demands include
scrapping the planned
congestion charge of
£11.50 a day for private hire
taxi drivers—which should be
paid by operators.

CLIMATE CHANGE

Teachers marched for school funding in November
said. “What people do in the
last two weeks can make a
difference.”
Teachers are furious about
Tory attacks that have cut
funding for the vast majority
of schools. And they want pay
rises for all teachers to help
deal with a recruitment and
retention crisis.
Activists report that
campaigning to win the
indicative ballot has helped
recruit new union reps in
schools. The union leadership
has fought hard to get the

vote out. But there’s a danger
that some teachers see the
indicative ballot as a “survey”
that they don’t need to take
part in.
Some activists say the
turnout in a real ballot, where
people know they are voting to
strike, could be higher.
Stefan said, “Whatever
the turnout in the indicative
ballot, we should go ahead
with a full national ballot. If
we don’t do that, there’s a risk
of demoralising members. That
won’t help build the union.”

Picture:

Taxi drivers say
bosses must pay

AROUND 70 people rallied outside Scarborough borough council’s meeting on Monday
to tell the Tory-controlled body that residents want climate action. The council agreed to
declare a climate emergency and to go carbon-neutral by 2030.
 Picture: John Atkinson

instigated against individuals
or branches for simply
expressing a different view
from the national leadership.
“Unison needs healthy
debate, not the silencing
of opposing views.
“If Karen is suspended for
having views different to that
of the national leadership,
her suspension should
be immediately lifted.”
Activists should
gather signatures for
the statement in union
branches and workplaces.
lSat 19 Jan, 2pm, The

A SOCIAL housing
commission carried out by
the Shelter housing charity
has reported its findings
after a year of deliberations.
The main recommendation
the report makes is for a
new regulator of landlords
with similar powers to the
Financial Conduct Authority.
“Social housing is not like
choosing a doctor—you can’t
just up sticks and move if
your housing association gets
a low rating,” said Grenfell
survivor Edward Daffarn, one
of the commissioners.
“Much more is needed
to put power in residents’
hands. We need a new
regulation system that will
fight for residents, with real
repercussions for housing
associations or councils that
fail in their duty.”
Stephen Lawrence’s
mother Doreen Lawrence
was also a commissioner.
Other commissioners
included former Labour
leader Ed Miliband and Tory
Baroness Warsi.

Lawrence said she
doubted politicians have
“ever had to live in poor
housing or know what it is
like to feel invisible”.
“The case for investing
in social housing is
overwhelming,” she said.
The report also calls for
three million new social
homes by 2040.
The Defend Council
Housing campaign group
said, “We endorse the
demand for tighter regulation
of landlords, but we argue
this must apply to all
landlords, including councils,
TMOs, co-ops, housing
associations and private
landlords.”
It also pointed out that
“the term ‘social housing’
blurs important distinctions
between council housing
and other forms of rented
housing.
“Council housing still has
life time secure tenancies,
more rights and the lowest
rents of any tenure.”
Alistair Farrow

OBITUARIES
Ken Whitwell
1941-2018
IT IS with great sadness that
comrades and friends of York
SWP learnt of the recent
death of Ken Whitwell.
Born and bought up in York
he joined the SWP in 1992.
He became part of the
“Bishopthorpe Bolsheviks”
alongside his brother Peter
and George Pogmore.
The three of them formed
the lively core of the Acomb
branch in the city.
They sold Socialist Worker
on the streets, in pubs and on
personal deliveries that Ken
kept up with his friend and
comrade Marilyn until shortly
before his death.
Ken poured the most
delightful vitriol on the Tories,

the royals and Tony Blair.
His home was a treasure
trove of past copies of Socialist
Worker and the Daily Mirror,
which he lamented was not as
good as in socialist writer Paul
Foot’s day.
He accumulated many old
valve radios which meant he
travelled the world though he
only rarely left Yorkshire.
Above all Ken loved the
NHS.
He demonstrated for it and
always wore an “I love the
NHS” badge.
It is fitting therefore that he
received such wonderful care
from the staff at York District
hospital.
Ken was delighted that
the porter who took him into
hospital had a “Still hate
Thatcher” badge.
Ken on the other hand could

not have been loved more.
Our solidarity to all who
knew him, and especially
Marilyn.
York and Scarborough SWP

Tamara Kalom
1939-2018
MANY CUSTOMERS of
Bookmarks Bookshop will
be sorry to hear of the
death of Tamara Kalom
(Tami) on Christmas Eve.
Tami was born in 1939
in Palestine, to German
Jewish parents who fled Nazi
Germany.
Her father lost four siblings
and her mother a sister in the
Holocaust. Her parents died
in 1947.
She remembered a
Palestinian friend down the

Tamara Kalom
road who disappeared one
day, clearly during the Nakba.
An elder sister took her to the
US, where she lived from the
age of 11.
She went to university in
Chicago, from where there is
a photo of her at an Israel stall
at a fair in her late teens.
Following university she
got married and lived in Israel

for two years after which she
and her husband separated.
Tami moved to London
and later became a committed
socialist and anti-Zionist.
Tami was a founding staff
member at Bookmarks in 1973
and played a key role in its
development, continuing to
work there for over 20 years.
Her extensive knowledge
of book publishing and sales
stood the new shop in good
stead.
In addition, her cheerful
and friendly nature
illuminated the shop.
Her love of music meant
that the music of the left
provided a backdrop to our
work
Tami continued to be
an active socialist and SWP
member throughout her life.
Fergus Nicol

Get your reports and pictures to us by 12 noon on Monday
Post PO Box 74955, London E16 9EJ Phone 020 7840 5656 Email reports@socialistworker.co.uk
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TRANSPORT

650 bus drivers join strike
across north east England
by NICK CLARK

Not ferry
happy about
our pay
RMT UNION members were
set to protest at poverty
wages on Condor Ferries
ships in Portsmouth this
Saturday.
Condor is paid by the
Jersey and Guernsey
governments to operate
essential ferry services
between Portsmouth and
Poole and the Channel
Islands.
Its contract is up for
renewal this year and
the RMT is piling on
the pressure for better
conditions on board.
Workers are demanding
the Living Wage of £9.75
an hour as a minimum rate
and union recognition for
collective bargaining.
lJoin the demo 7am-9am,
Portsmouth International
Port, George Byng Way,
Portsmouth, PO2 8SP

LONDON UNDERGROUND

Cleaners to
hold rally

DRIVERS ON strike in Redcar, North Yorkshire		

“So it is invidious to make such
direct comparisons with our members’ pay.”
He added, “At talks the
m anagement put ‘no new money
on the table’ and also threatened to
slash services if Unite carried on with

the strike. Unite held a legitimate
ballot for strike action which our
members overwhelmingly voted for.
“Industrial democracy should
be the bedrock of our employment
practices.
“Arriva is a highly profitable

Picture: Unite NEYH

on

Twitter

operation. Arriva Durham County’s
real agenda is a helter-skelter race
to the bottom in terms of pay and
employment conditions.
“A decent employer would wish
to better reward its hardworking
employees.”

CLEANERS ON the London
Underground are set to rally
at parliament on 29 January.
They are demanding an
end to outsourcing and job
cuts and better working
conditions.
RMT union members at
outsourced contractor ABM
say bosses are planning to
cut staffing levels by a third.
lJoin the Justice for Cleaners
demo, 29 January, Old Palace
Yard, 5pm, SW1P 3JY.
Rally at 6.30pm in Parliament

NORTHERN RAIL

FARES

Strike as Tories give bung to train giant

Protests across Britain after rail fares rise

GUARDS WORKING for
Northern rail struck against
the implementation of
driver only operation (DOO)
trains for the 43rd time on
Saturday.
It was the latest strike in
the battle by RMT members
to keep safety-critical
guard on trains. It came
after accounts for Arriva
Rail North—which owns
Northern rail—revealed the
company has been gifted
£31 million in what the RMT
called “secret extra taxpayer
funded payments”.
Arriva Rail North was
supposed to get a subsidy
from public funds of
£537 million since 2016.
In fact the accounts
revealed it had been gifted
£568 million by April 2018—
an increase the RMT said
helped it to make profits of

On strike in Newcastle

£33 million. RMT general
secretary Mick Cash said
“I want to pay tribute again
to RMT members across
Northern rail on this 43rd
day of strike action in the
week that the company
have whacked up fares and

have shown that they are
awash with passenger cash
and public subsidies that
would easily fund the guardguarantee on their trains.”
Strikes are set to take
place every Saturday until
the end of January.

CAMPAIGNERS, union
members and rail passengers
staged a national day
of action against fare
rises last Wednesday.
And a protest organised by
the TSSA union took place in
Glasgow on Monday of this
week.
It called for transport
company Abellio to be
stripped of the contract to run
ScotRail.
On average, rail fares are
up by 3.1 percent, the second
highest rise since January
2013, while the service gets
worse.
Privatisation has seen
fares soar while passengers
face more delays and a worse
service.
Fares have risen nearly
50 percent faster than inflation
since privatisation, research
from the RMT union shows.
Passengers in Britain spend
up to five times as much on
season tickets compared to

The protest at King’s Cross in central London last week

passengers in other European
countries.
TUC said private rail
operators in Britain have paid
over £1 billion in dividends
to shareholders in the last six
years.
Unfortunately RMT general
secretary Mick Cash spoke
of “foreign rail firms” raking
in profits. But privatisation

sees bosses line their pockets
wherever they are.
The answer isn’t to have
British-based profiteering firms
running and wrecking the
railways.
It’s to nationalise the rail
and kick all the fat cats out.
lLonger online at

bit.ly/RMTfares
Sadie Robinson

Picture: Guy Smallman

MORE THAN 600 bus drivers
struck in County Durham, Teesside
and North Yorkshire this week in a
fight for better pay.
The strike began on Sunday and
was set to run until Saturday of this
week.
There were large turnouts on
picket lines in County Durham and
Teesside on Monday, with members
of other unions including NASUWT
and the UCU bringing solidarity.
The drivers, members of the Unite
union, are demanding that bosses
at Arriva Durham give them an
increase of £1 per hour backdated
to March 2018.
They have already rejected an
offer of 75 pence an hour, voting by
72 percent against it.
Arriva’s regional managing director Nigel Featham attacked the
drivers in local press, claiming the
pay offer would put them “among
the very best paid bus drivers in the
north east”.
But Unite hit back.
Branch secretary Kev Foreman
said, bosses had been putting out
“false information”.
“What we are doing is taking
industrial action to better our lives
and our families’ lives,” he said.
Regional officer Bob Bolam said
Featham’s claim was a “deliberate
ploy to muddy the waters”.
“Other companies operating bus
services across the region have a
range of different pay rates and
terms and conditions,” he said.
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YELLOW VESTS
PACK A PUNCH
by CHARLIE KIMBER

THE YELLOW Vest movement in France roared back
into action with renewed
vigour last Saturday.
“Act VIII”—the eighth successive week of protests—saw
50,000 on the streets according to the interior ministry.
Its reports are increasingly
unreliable, and many estimates are much higher.
But this is well up on the
32,000 reported by the ministry the previous week.
Very heavy policing
blocked many demonstrators
in Paris.
But some Yellow Vests
used a fork-lift truck to smash
down the door to a ministry building containing the
office of Benjamin Griveaux,
the government spokesman.
He fled.
Barricades went up in
several cities.
Marianne, a school support assistant, was part of the
protests in Caen in northern
France.
“It was brilliant, with
lots of people and some
who have never been part
of e arlier ones,” she told

PROTESTERS INCLUDING former boxer Christophe Dettinger (right) fight back against violent cops

Socialist Worker. “The city
was lit up by the fires of the
Yellow Vests. There were lots
of women involved, finding
their voices.”
She added, “This is more
than just a protest, it’s a

demand for fundamental
change. Macron said the
movement was out of breath,
but it feels to me that we
have new life.”
President Macron
denounced the “violence” of

the protesters, and there is
a crackdown on those who
defend themselves against
the cops’ aggression.
Former professional boxer
Christophe Dettinger handed
himself into police after

‘The key issue for the left is how we intervene’
SELMA, A member of the
revolutionary socialist
NPA in France, spoke to
the Socialist Workers Party
conference last week.
“President Macron
is more and more
unpopular,” she said.
“He’s scared to go
outside and he’s hiding
from the population.
“I recently heard
a young woman in
Paris saying his head
deserves to be cut.
“The Gilets Jaunes
movement shows
that austerity can
be challenged.
“People are not
intimidated anymore
and are condemning
state violence.
“The most important
political gain is that people

feel they have the power to
decide by themselves what
to do, not just expecting
reforms from the state.
“Class confidence
is being built. This
movement is opening new
opportunities for the left.
“Local assemblies are
challenging bourgeois

An assembly of Yellow Vests

democracy. One of the
elements of the movement
that has pushed it towards
the left are the young.
“The fascists are trying
to steal this movement
but local Gilets Jaunes
groups are challenging
these people.
“Fascism is on the rise

because of Islamophobia.
The revolutionary
left has to be able to
challenge these ideas.
“An anti-racist
movement is critical.
“In France feminism
has been used against
Muslim women in the
name of progressive ideas.
But there is also a new
generation of people.
“And we managed to
challenge Islamophobia
within the feminist
movement.
“Specific campaigns
against racism are vital
to rebuild solidarity.
“The key issue for the
left is how we intervene.
“The main weakness
is that we don’t have a
revolutionary party that is
well enough organised.”

he struck a police officer.
Dettinger said he acted after
his wife and a friend were
tear-gassed and he saw people
hurt by “flashball” rounds.
He faces harsh p
 enalties.
It’s different for the police.

In Toulon police commander Didier Andrieux was
videoed striking a protester’s head after he had been
arrested.
Two years ago Andrieux
was accused of hitting one of
his colleagues, breaking his
nose and brow bone.
He received only a reprimand. No legal proceedings
followed after he said it was
a mistake and he had meant
to hit a cabinet.
The state is now d
 efending
him for his latest act.
State prosecutor Bernard
Marchal refused to open an
investigation. He said, “There
was an insurrectional context
before and after this video,
in which it was impossible
to arrest anyone without
violence.”
Macron is also pushing harsh new laws against
demonstrations.
There is a battle for the
soul of the Yellow Vests.
Various fascists in Britain
have tried to claim it.
But all the signs are that
the Yellow Vests have in general moved to the left, not the
right. The movement is an
inspiration. Unions need to
call strikes in its support.

‘We’re as angry as ever’
THE YELLOW Vest
movement is rooted in
relentless campaigning
in local areas.
Mike Healy reports
from the Charente area
in southwestern France.
“I spent Saturday
afternoon on the
roundabout in
Chasseneuil-surBonnieure with other
Yellow Vests.
“This is a major
roundabout between
Angouleme and Limoges.
“There were about
40 of us and we had
a great time blocking
the entrances to the
roundabout on rotation
for ten minutes each.
“Some people have

expressed concern
over the possible
right wing influence
on the movement.
“I wear an A4 sheet
on the back of my
yellow vest that says,
‘No to Macron, No to
discrimination’ and
calls for unity between
everyone impacted by
Macron’s reforms.
“When I arrived at the
roundabout a number
applauded the sentiment
and a few took photos.
“The movement
is up and running
after the holidays.
“It is as big and
as angry as ever.
“Women are coming
to the fore.”
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